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Abstract
This study focused on the language domain of phonology and in particular on the topic of
pronunciation of L2 learners. The study researched foreign (L2) accent of late Dutch L2
learners of English. It zoomed in on the segmental and global level of foreign accent to look
at native and non-native L2 pronunciation to research whether there is a relationship between
the two different levels of foreign accent. Moreover, the study researched if the performance
at the segmental level is predictive of the outcome of the global level of foreign accent. For
the segmental level of foreign accent, the study looked at the production of consonants and
vowels and used acoustic and spectral measures for the analyses. Sound segments of the
consonants and vowels, which represent common pronunciation errors for Dutch L2 learners
of English, were chosen to be researched. These sound segments with the corresponding
words are: cheese /z/-/s/, feather /ð/-/d/, back /æ/-/ɛ/ and potato /ə/-/oʊ/. For the global level of
foreign accent, the study used a text passage as speech mode and native speakers of English
acted as raters to assess the foreign global accent of the non-native speakers. The participants
did not undergo any perceptual or production phonetic training on either segmental or global
level. Moreover, participants were chosen that lived in the L1 environment at the time of
testing. The results of the study found a linear relationship between the four words (cheese,
feather, back, potato) and the text passage ratings. This means that the study found that
performance at the segmental level of Dutch L2 speakers of English predicted the outcome of
the global level of foreign accent.

iii

1. Introduction
1.1 Foreign accent in a second language
Language is seen as essential for human social interaction since social relations are
established through language and interaction. Due to globalization, people all over the world
participate in exchanges which go beyond their own local communities. This makes it
increasingly more difficult for people to get by with one’s native language (L1) alone. The
effect is that global communication requires a shared language and for many people this
shared language would have to been learned. Therefore, learning a second language (L2) has
become a crucial part of modern education. Language is seen as such a key aspect of success
that secondary schools in almost every Western country require at least two years of foreign
language learning. With the growing importance of second language learning, there also has
been an increase of interest in research regarding second language acquisition (SLA)
according to Freeman and Long (2014). Guijarro-Fuentes and Súarez-Gómez (2020) describe
multiple trends in second language acquisition. The study states that the field of SLA research
continues to grow with various topics and questions receiving more attention in recent years.
One topic that has been much discussed in SLA research is that of language learning
and age according to Aljumah (2020). The study further states that a prevalent question within
the topic of language learning and age is whether children are better language learners than
adults. Cook and Singleton (2014) explain that it is commonly believed that young children
can reach native-like proficiency in the L2 where adults cannot. Birdsong (2005) explains that
native-like proficiency is the standard by which the upper end of L2 attainment is typically
measured. Furthermore, the theory of children being better language learners is reflected in
the Critical Period Hypothesis (CPH). Brown (2000) explains that the CPH presumes that
after a certain period of time, the ability to learn a second language decreases due to
biological factors and that therefore younger children will be more successful in reaching
proficiency in a second language than adult learners.
In support of the CPH theory, Scovel (1982) predicted that learners who start to learn a
second language around the onset of puberty will never be able to achieve native-like
proficiency and will easily be identified as non-native speakers of the L2. People who start
learning a second language around the onset of puberty are typically called late L2 learners in
relation to the CPH theory. Gass (2013) also states that there is a consensus in the literature
that most late L2 learners will never be able to achieve native-like proficiency in the L2
(Hyltenstam & Abrahamsson, 2009; Rahman, Pandian, Karim, & Shahed, 2017).
There is, however, a body of research that contradicts the CPH theory regarding late
L2-learners and native-like proficiency. Dogil and Reiterer (2009) state that there are various
studies where late L2 learners did achieve native-like proficiency (Ioup, 1995; Abu-Rabia &
Kehat, 2004). They explain that late L2 learners vary greatly in the level of ultimate
attainment they can achieve in a second language.
These differences of the achieved level of ultimate attainment between L2 learners are
caused by inherent learner characteristics and external factors according to Dogil and Reiterer
(2009). Examples of external factors that could possibly affect the level of L2 attainment
given by the study are: age of arrival, age of learning, length of residence and amount of
L1/L2 use. The theory about inherent learner characteristics concerns people who possess
certain inherent language learning abilities which are immune to aforementioned external
factors. Skehan (2011) further explains that people who have this inherent ability for language
can thus reach native-like proficiency despite external factors.
1.1.1 Native-like proficiency in a second language
According to the theory of inherent learner characteristics, it could be possible for late L2
learners to reach native-like proficiency. As mentioned before, Birdsong (2005) formulated a
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broad definition of the concept of native-like proficiency. This definition, however, does not
explain what is meant by native-like proficiency regarding the different language domains.
One study that further researched the concept of native-like proficiency and showed that the
definition of native-like proficiency differs per linguistic domain is that of Ioup, Boustagui, El
Tigi, and Moselle (1994). The study subjected two learners of a second language and
researched native-like competence across a wide range of tasks, thereby covering multiple
linguistic domains. The study consisted of six measures that covered speech production,
accent identification and grammatical proficiency. It concluded that although both speakers
scored the same or even above native-speaker range on the accent identification tasks, both L2
learners performed significantly below the native-speaker range on the grammatical tasks.
This shows that native-like proficiency differs per linguistic domains and therefore the
definition of native-like proficiency will also differ per domain.
One language domain with various research topics concerning native-like proficiency
is the language domain of phonology and in particular the topic of pronunciation of L2
learners (Bongaerts, van Summeren, Planken & Schils, 1997). As discussed before, there is
consensus in the literature that late L2 learners vary greatly in the level of ultimate attainment
they can achieve in a second language. These differences of the achieved level of ultimate
attainment between L2 learners are caused by inherent learner characteristics and external
factors according to Dogil and Reiterer (2009). Looking back at the topic of L2 pronunciation,
foreign (L2) accent is a characteristic that influences the level of proficiency for L2 learners in
regard to pronunciation (Birdsong, 2005).
Pinget, Bosker, Quené, and de Jong (2014) state that foreign accent is a typical result
of second language learning. Scovel (1982) explains that this is the case because abilities in
the language domain of pronunciation are the first to decrease due to the critical period
according to the theory of CPH. Therefore, L2 learners often experience difficulty in
producing non-native speech sounds. This difficulty results in L2 learners speaking with a
foreign accent. To speak a language fluently and with a native-like accent is for many
language learners the ultimate goal in regard to mastering a second language. Even though for
many people the goal is to speak a foreign language with a native-like accent, according to
Chambers (1997), there seems to be no explicit consensus concerning what exactly is
understood by these concepts. Therefore, the question is when does an L2-learner have a
foreign accent and when is an L2-learner considered native-like in regard to pronunciation of
the L2 language?
1.1.2 Model of foreign accent
In order to be able to answer these questions, the literature has to be researched. As mentioned
before, L2 learners often experience difficulty in producing non-native speech sounds. This
difficulty results in L2 learners speaking with a foreign accent (Pinget, Bosker, Quené, and de
Jong, 2014; Scovel, 1982). The study of Escudero and Boersma (2004) explains why L2
learners often experience difficulty in producing non-native speech sounds. It states that all
infants are born with identical perception systems and as infants develop, they learn which
sounds serve as cues and which are important for their L1. The result is that humans perceive
and interpret the sounds they hear in terms of their own language. The theory of L2 learners
hearing L2 sounds in terms of their L1 is reflected in Flege’s (1995) Speech Learning Model
(SLM). The SLM states that successful acquisition of L2 pronunciation occurs when L2
learners perceive the L2 sound segments correctly in terms of the L2, and then produce these
sound segments without deviating from the native norms (Lewandowski & Jilka, 2019).
Beinhoff (2014) therefore states that foreign accent is influenced by both the L1 and the L2 of
the non-native speaker.
Flege’s (1995) view is that difficulties in perception are responsible for difficulties in
production and that the relationship between perception and production affects the extent of
5

foreign accent in L2 learners. Therefore, perception and production interact when L2 sound
patterns are acquired. This means that perceiving the L2 sound is a necessary step in acquiring
the L2 sound on a productive level for the speaker to speak without a foreign accent.
Summarized, one of the main causes of foreign accents is the tendency of L2 learners to
perceive L2 sounds in terms of their L1 sound categories. This is when the L2 learners
produce sounds which deviate from the native norms, they produce non-native patterns which
can be defined as foreign (L2) accent.
Flege (1995) makes different predictions in the SLM based on agreement and
difference between sounds in the L1 and L2:
1. Identical sounds: Sounds that completely match in the L1 and L2. The learner
does not have to learn anything for this, there is no difficulty whatsoever.
Identical sounds in the L2 will sound completely authentic, that is to say they are
not identified as deviant by native language listeners.
2. New sounds: These are sounds that differ substantially in the L2 from those in the
L1. Over time, the new sound will establish itself as an additional category in the
L2 learners’ perceptive representation. The pronunciation of the new sound will
ultimately have a high degree of authenticity. Because only a sound category has
been added, there are no negative consequences for the already existing sound
categories in the learner's native language.
3. Similar sounds: These sounds are very similar in the L1 and L2, but they are not
identical. Similar sounds are extremely difficult to learn correctly for L2 learners.
Most often a compromise sound comes into existence. This sound is between the
ideal pronunciation of the sound in the L1 and the L2. Mother tongue listeners
generally experience this compromise sound as different (foreign accent). (p.264)
According to Derwing and Munro (2015), the SLM proposes that if the L2 sound is very
similar to the L1 sound, learners are expected to have difficulty perceiving the difference
between the L1 and L2. Derwing and Munro explain that this is because those L2 sounds
share some of the phonetic space with the similar L1 sounds. The greater the similarity
between a L2 sound and the closest L1 sound, the more difficult it will be for the L2 learner to
notice the difference between the two sounds. Therefore, although both new and similar L2
sounds differ acoustically from sounds in the L1, the SLM leads to the prediction that L2
learners will be more successful in producing new sounds compared to similar sounds
according to Grosser, Leather and, James (1997). The literature suggest, however, that the
classification of new and similar sounds causes some confusion because it is difficult to
precisely and accurately classify whether an L2 sound is similar or new (Westers, Gilbers &
Lowie, 2007).
1.1.3 Segmental level of foreign accent
Despite possible classifications errors, the third prediction of SLM seems to be of particular
interest regarding foreign accent. Since this prediction causes phonetic acquisition difficulties
which results in L2 speakers deviating from native sound patterns, causing pronunciation
errors and thus resulting in a foreign accent. Caspers and Horloza (2012) support this notion
and explain that when L2 speakers deviate from native sound patterns they produce segmental
errors. The study concludes that foreign accent can be explained by segmental errors in the
production of L2 sounds.
To be able to better understand the relationship between foreign accent and segmental
errors, it is important to formulate a clear definition of the concepts of segmental, phonemes
and allophones. Collins and Mees (2003) explain that segmental refers to a phonological
property of one sound segment. They further explain that segments are the smaller units of
sounds and that they correspond to vowels and consonants. The book states that phonemes are
abstract units and that the pronunciation of a phoneme will vary according to where it occurs
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in the syllable (initially or finally) or to what other phonemes it combines with. Therefore, the
pronunciation of a phoneme depends on the phonological context. The different
pronunciations of a phoneme that are used in different phonological contexts are known as
allophones. Collins and Mees (2003) explain that allophones can be recorded and analyzed
with acoustic and spectral measures.
To classify segmental errors, researchers have mostly focused on segmental
production differences between native and non-native speakers of a language. According to
Munro and Derwing (2008), segmental sound segments are usually assessed by acoustic or
spectral measures in research of L2 speakers’ pronunciation. The study of Baghai-Ravary
(2010) explains that most of the previous research in this area has used acoustic measures that
concentrated on acoustic-phonetic features (e.g. whether a sound segment is voiced or
voiceless) or phonemic realizations like substitution, insertion, deletion or substitution of
phonemes. When using acoustic or spectral measures to classify segmental production
differences between native and non-native speakers of a language, a standard of reference has
to be used in the study. This standard of reference could for example be the pronunciation of
native speakers (a range of native values) compared to the pronunciation of non-native
speakers (a range of non-native values).
1.1.4 Global level of foreign accent
According to Riney, Takada, and Ota (2000) there is also a global level of speech production
that influences foreign accent aside from the segmental level. The study explains that global
foreign accent refers to the degree to which a L2 speaker’s production is perceived to differ
from those of a native speaker. According to Munro and Bohn (2007) there is a relationship
between segmental and global level of L2 speech production. The study states that native-like
proficiency at the segmental level is a necessary condition for being perceived as native-like
at the global level. The study also states, however, that native-like proficiency at the
segmental level does not mean nativelikeness at the global level. This means that being
native-like at the segmental level is a necessary condition but not a sufficient condition.
Whereas, acoustic and spectral measures are used at the segmental level for analyses,
foreign global accent is usually assessed by raters who evaluate speech samples and rate the
extent to which a L2 speaker is considered to be proficient or native-like (Riney, Takada &
Ota, 2000). According to Jesney (2004), these ratings are executed by native speakers who
judge speech samples for degree of foreign accent. Regarding the use of speech samples on
the global level of foreign accent that are judged by raters, the study of Moyer (1999) used
four speech modes in its research: word-list reading, sentence reading, paragraph reading and
free speech production. The participants in the study were judged by native speakers of
German for native-like proficiency in the L2. The results showed that the participants were
judged with the highest scores in the speech mode of word-list reading, followed by sentence
reading, then paragraph reading and lastly, free speech production.
Moreover, the native speakers used rating scales to judge the speech samples. The
rating scales were given labels such as ‘no foreign accent’ and ‘very heavy foreign accent
(Flege, Munro & MacKay, 1995; Major, 1987). Derwing and Munro (2005) state that ratingjudgement studies have shown a high degree of reliability across groups of listeners and that
native listeners are extremely sensitive to non-native productions. These native listeners can
detect foreign accented speech by relying on multiple cues like segmental errors in production
of L2 speech. Therefore, the study suggests it is not necessary for raters to be trained to be
able to execute rating tasks.
Looking at the speech samples for rating degree of foreign accent, various speech
modes have been used to record the speech of non-natives speakers of a language. These
speech samples can exist of shorter or longer stimuli (Flege, 1984; Munro, Derwing & Flege,
1999; Piske, Mackay & Flege, 2001). Examples of shorter tokens are repetition of individual
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words or sentences. An example of a longer token is reading a text passage aloud or eliciting
free speech. In regard to repetition, L2 learners are asked to repeat speech stimuli after
hearing a native speaker produce the particular speech stimuli. In regard to eliciting free
speech, L2 learners are mostly asked to recount personal experiences or to describe pictures.
Flege (1984) found that 30 milliseconds of speech can be sufficient for raters to make
a reasonably accurate decision whether a token was produced by a native speaker or a nonnative speaker. The study explained that while short tokens can be accurately judged, longer
excerpts of speech are more informative for the raters. Piske, Mackay, and Flege (2001)
further add that the degree of foreign accent is more reliably measured when raters evaluate a
fixed set of materials compared to rating free speech. Patkowski (1990) explains that eliciting
free speech could be problematic because the speech may contain morphosyntactic and/or
lexical errors. These errors could influence the foreign accent ratings. Piske et al. (2001)
further explain that L2 learners can avoid using difficult L2 sounds or words in a free speech
elicitation task which could also influence the foreign accent ratings.
To summarize, various stimuli have been used in previous research of foreign accent.
The literature also suggests that the relationship between the segmental and global level of
foreign accent is unidirectional. It is possible for a L2 learner to perform like a native speaker
on tasks of segmental accuracy. However, native-like proficiency at the segmental level does
not guarantee native-like proficiency at the global level of foreign accent. Whereas, nativelike proficiency at the segmental level seems to be a necessary condition for native-like
proficiency at the global level of foreign accent.
1.2 Categorizing previous research of foreign (L2) accent
Most of the previous research regarding foreign accent can be categorized into having focused
on perception and/or production, consonants and/or vowels, acoustic and/or spectral
measures, segmental and/or global level of foreign accent.
1.2.1 Perception and production research
The study of Bradlow, Pisoni, Akahane-Yamada, and Tohkura (1997) discussed both
perception and production. This study trained participants in perceiving L2 sound patterns
correctly in terms of the L1 and this lead to an automatic improvement in production.
Japanese speakers were trained to perceive the /r/-/l/ distinction. According to Sheldon and
Strange (1982) the Japanese phonology has one liquid phoneme, whereas the English
phonology has two. Therefore, a common mispronunciation error for Japanese learners of
English is the /r/-/l/ distinction. After the perception training, the production of /r/-/l/
automatically improved even when no consecutive production training was provided. This
further establishes the relationship between perception, production and sound contrasts.
The study of Riney, Takada, and Ota (2000) focused on production and researched the
segmental pronunciation phenomenon of the Japanese flap with Japanese L2 speakers of
English. The study found that L2 learners who approached the native target pattern of a L1
English speaker, pronounced fewer of the Japanese ﬂap substitutions. Moreover, L2 learners
whose accent deviated further from the L1 accent, pronounced more of the Japanese flap
substitutions. Riney et al. (2000) suggested that the Japanese ﬂap phenomenon could be a
contributor to the global foreign accent of Japanese L2 speakers of English.
The study of Flege, Bohn, and Jang (1997) focused on the perception and production
of vowels instead of consonants. The study assessed the relationship between vowel
production and perception accuracy. It tested both experienced and inexperienced adult nonnative speakers of English. This study demonstrated that adults who learn a second language
will produce and perceive certain vowels in their L2 more accurately as they gain more
experience in the L2. This study also concluded that the accuracy with which non-natives
perceive and produce English vowels are related.
8

The study of Broersma, Aoyagi, and Weber (2010) studied cross-linguistic production
and perception of Japanese and Dutch accented English for both consonants and vowels. In a
listening experiment it was assessed how non-native listeners of English responded to
variation in the pronunciation of English accented stimuli. In most cases, listeners found it
easier to recognize words when they approached the correct English pronunciation more. An
example from the study is that of the ‘indeed’ - ‘indeet’ item. In the Dutch language, voiced
obstruents are generally not found in syllable-final position. As a consequence,
phonologically voiced obstruents which occur in syllable-final position are devoiced in Dutch
(Zonneveld, 2007). This process is called final devoicing. Therefore, Dutch speakers will
pronounce the item as ‘indeet’ whereas native English speakers will pronounce the item as
‘indeed’. In the study, however, when the Dutch-accented ‘indeet’ items were produced with
more characteristics of voicing, the Japanese and Dutch listeners both recognized the word
faster. This suggests that Dutch and Japanese listeners are aware of the correct English
pronunciation of the item which has an effect on perception. This suggests that a greater
similarity to the English L1 pattern was helpful for recognition for both Dutch and Japanese
listeners. Despite the fact that Dutch listeners are familiar with the concept of final devoicing
in Dutch-accented speech.
The study found one exception. For Dutch accented vowels, Dutch listeners did not
find it easier to recognize words when the vowel approached the English standard more. On
the contrary, Dutch listeners recognized words faster when they contained vowels that were
more similar in vowel height to the Dutch /ɛ/ than to the English /æ/. Here, deviation from the
English L1 pattern and similarity to the vowel that Dutch speakers typically substitute the
English vowel with, facilitated word recognition for Dutch listeners. This suggests that the
Dutch listeners might lack the awareness and therefore the perception of the replacement of
/æ/ by /ɛ/ in Dutch accented speech.
In conclusion, previous studies mostly focused on either the analyses of consonants
(Bradlow, Pisoni, Akahane-Yamada & Tohkura 1997; Riney, Takada & Ota 2000) or vowels
(Flege, Bohn & Jang, 1997). More research, however, is necessary where both consonants and
vowels are analyzed in the same study to look further at the relationship of segmental patterns
of natives and non-native speakers. Moreover, according to the study of Abdelatty Ali, van
der Spiegel, and Mueller (2001) the perception and acoustic features of fricatives as well as of
other phonemes are not adequately understood. Therefore, more research is necessary in
regard to the acoustic characteristics of vowels and consonant.
1.2.2 Segmental and global research
In the Birdsong study (2007), L2 learners of French were tested on their ability to read French
words and sentences aloud as native-like as they could. At the segmental level, acoustic
measures of vowel duration and voice onset time (VOT) duration revealed that some learners
produced vowels and consonants with values that fell within the range of the control group of
native French speakers. This means that the L2 learners who fell within this range could be
classified as having achieved successful L2 pronunciation on the segmental level since those
speakers did not deviate significantly from the native norms regarding the acoustic measures
of vowel duration and VOT. Instead of acoustic measures, the study of Fung and Liu (2008)
used spectral measures such as energy, pitch and formant parameters to differentiate between
native and non-native accents.
The study of Munro and Bohn (2007) explored the nature of the relationship between
the segmental level of analysis and the global level of analysis. Late L2 French learners living
in the L2 environment were researched for this study. The study found that the relationship
between the segmental level and the global level is unidirectional. They concluded that
native-like performance at the global level could predict native-like performance at the level
of segmental sounds. This was not the case when it was the other way around.
9

The study of Major (1987), however, found some conflicting results regarding the
segmental and global level of foreign accent. The study researched the pronunciation of the
English vowels /æ/ and /ε/ between native and non-native speakers of English and Brazilian
Portugese. The vowel /ε/ is present in the Portuguese vowel system but the vowel /æ/ is not. It
was found that as the global foreign accent scores and accuracy of the English vowel /æ/
improved, the /ε/ vowel pronunciation actually became less accurate. Jesney (2004) suggests
that the relationship between the segmental phonetic sound segments and global foreign
accent is not as straightforward as it seems.
In conclusion, more research is necessary to further understand the relationship and
the direction of the relationship between segmental and global level of L2 pronunciation.
Moreover, most studies regarding segmental sound patterns and differentiating between
natives and non-natives speakers use either only acoustic or only spectral measures. Birdsong
(2007) states that more research is necessary across several levels of linguistic analyses to
further explore the issue of linkage between levels of pronunciation performance.
1.3 Present study
As described above, much research has been done about the topic of foreign accent while
focusing on different aforementioned aspects. This study will look at the production of
consonants and vowels using acoustic and spectral measures to analyze foreign accent on a
segmental and global level to gather new findings and insights. This study will try to add to
the literature about foreign accents and native-like proficiency and to further understand the
relationship between the segmental and global level of foreign accent in regard to the
language domain of pronunciation. Further research is important because contradictions have
been found in the findings of previous studies regarding the direction of the relationship
between the segmental and global level of accent (Major, 1987; Riney, Takada & Ota, 2000).
Looking at the literature, the sound segments of /z/-/s/, /ð/-/d/, /æ/-/ɛ/, /ə/-/oʊ/
represent common pronunciation errors of Dutch L2 learners of English. For this study, the
sound segments will be analyzed to research whether L2 speakers can reach native-like
pronunciation on segmental level without phonetic training. This study will work with
participants who live in the L1 environment and who have not undergone any perceptual or
production phonetic training on either segmental or global level (Bradlow, Pisoni, AkahaneYamada, and Tohkura, 1997).
Each speech sound can be analyzed in terms of phonetic features. A general
description and the differences between the phonetic features of the English and Dutch sound
segments are presented below:
Table 1
Phonetic description of sound segments representing common pronunciation errors.
English
sound
segment
/z/

English phonetic description

Similar Dutch sound
segment

Dutch phonetic
description

[fricative], [alveolar],
[voiced]

/s/

/ð/

[fricative], [dental], [voiced]

/d/

/æ/

Front, near-open, unrounded

/ɛ/

[fricative],
[alveolar],
[unvoiced]
[plosive], [dentialveolar], [unvoiced]
Front, open-mid,
unrounded

/ə/

Central, open-mid, unrounded

/oʊ/

Front, open-mid,
rounded
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According to the study of Baghai-Ravary (2010) it is important that native and non-native
sound segments are examined for more detailed analyses in future research. This research
focuses on sound segments which elicit common pronunciation errors regarding Dutch L2
learners of English. The study of Bongaerts (1999) also used a series of items that contained
sounds that were judged to be potentially difficult for Dutch learners. Sound segments that
represent common pronunciation errors are chosen for this study to ensure that a clear
differentiation can be made between the sound segments.
1.3.1 Common pronunciation errors: consonants
This study will look further at common segmental pronunciation errors focusing on
differences between English and Dutch sound segments. Gussenhoven and Broeders (1997)
state that although Dutch learners of English generally achieve relatively good proficiency in
English pronunciation, they often make the same pronunciation errors. According to Collins
and Mees (2003) it is very common for Dutch speakers of English to mispronounce the
English /z/, / ð /, /æ/, and /ə/. Collins and Mees (2003) explain that the pronunciation of the
English /z/ poses some problems for Dutch speakers. Many Dutch speakers do not make
consistent contrasts between the Dutch /s/ and the English /z/. Dutch speakers of English have
a tendency to use the voiceless realization of /z/ as /s/ in word-final position (phonological
context). Final devoicing causes the mispronunciation of /z/ as /s/. This mispronunciation
leads to a cross-language acoustic difference. Final devoicing means that all voiced
consonants in final position are realized as voiceless (Giegerich, 1992). For instance the
English word ‘cheese’, /'tʃi:z/ is often mispronounced as /'tʃi:s/ in Dutch. The study of
Cucchiarini, van den Heuvel, Sanders, and Strik (2011) also mentions that the voiceless
realization of /z/ as /s/ in word-final position is a common mispronunciation for Dutch
learners of the English language.
Moreover, Collins and Mees (2003) explain that the pronunciation of the English /ð/,
also poses a problem for many Dutch learners of English. Since Dutch has no /ð/, Dutch
speakers are likely to interpret the English /ð/ as the Dutch /d/. The Dutch language lacks
dental fricatives and has no sounds similar to the English / ð/. Therefore, for Dutch L1
speakers, the Dutch /d/ is the phoneme which sounds closest to the English /ð/. Replacement
of the English /ð/ by the Dutch /d/ is one of the most common and persistent errors for Dutch
L2 speakers of English. The study of Westers, Gilbers, and Lowie (2007) supports this and
explains that Dutch learners of English do indeed substitute the English dental fricatives on a
large scale, most frequently with the obstruent /d/. The study of Cucchiarini, van den Heuvel,
Sanders, and Strik (2011) also mentions that, among consonants, the mispronunciation of /ð/
as /d/ is by far the most frequent error that Dutch learners of English tend to make. Zhao
(2010) further explains that the replacement of /ð/ by /d/ involves the process of stop-like
modification of /ð/. This process changes the place of articulation from a dental /ð/ to a
alveolar /d/. The study states that the stop-like modification of /ð/ occurs in L2 learners from
various L1 languages, not only in Dutch L2 learners of English.
1.3.2 Common pronunciation errors: vowels
As mentioned before, the study of Broersma, Aoyagi, and Weber (2010) suggested that Dutch
L2 learners of English might lack the awareness of the replacement of /æ/ by /ɛ/ in Dutch
accented speech and that it does not conform to the English target pronunciation. This lack of
awareness in perception could therefore have an effect on the production. This could result in
pronunciation errors for the sound segments of /æ/-/ɛ/.
Another interesting sound segment in regard to pronunciation errors is the English
schwa, /ə/. According to Ahn (1997), the schwa is considerable difficult for foreign language
learners to pronounce since learners do not have a clear idea of the schwa phenomenon in
English. Flemming (2009) states that one reason for this difficulty is that the schwa varies
across contexts. Moreover, the English /ə/ is only found in unstressed syllables. Collins and
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Mees (2003) further explain that a phenomenon called vowel gradation is present in the
English language. This involves the replacement of a vowel by the English schwa /ə/. The
study states that, although not as prevalent as in English, a similar tendency can be observed
in the Dutch language where the Dutch schwa /ə/ mostly occurs in unstressed syllables.
Moreover, the /ə/ also has a tendency to take over characteristics of surrounding consonants or
vowels which results in a great variability of the vowel.
Lastly, the study of Braun, Lemhöfer, and Mani (2011) state that while unstressed
English vowels are usually reduced to /ə/, Dutch speakers of English only slightly centralize
these vowels. The study of Braun, Lemhöfer, and Cutler (2008) found that native speakers of
Dutch apply their native pattern of implementing stress to the pronunciation of the English
L2. The study found that Dutch speakers did not reduce the unstressed vowels of English
words as much compared to the native English speakers. Therefore, although the /ə/ is also
present in Dutch, the /ə/ is such an unpredictable vowel that it is unsure how the /ə/ will
transfer from L1 to L2 pronunciation.
1.4 Research question
This study researches native and non-native L2 pronunciation at both segmental and global
level. It also researches the relationship between the two different levels of segmental and
global L2 pronunciation. This study focuses on the differences between the English and Dutch
language and will analyze the sound segments of /z/-/s/, /ð/-/d/, /æ/-/ɛ/, /ə/-/oʊ/. These sound
segments represent L2 acquisition and pronunciation difficulties for Dutch learners of
English.
For the segmental level the study will research the segmental sound deviations of L2
learners. A comparison will be made between native speakers of English and non-native
Dutch learners of English to analyze how the L2 pronunciation differs from the target L1
pronunciation pattern per sound segment pair. Acoustic and spectral measures will be used to
analyze and distinguish the native and non-native sound segments. With help of the literature
the acoustic and spectral measures will be chosen that can distinguish the segment pairs of
/z/-/s/, /ð/-/d/, /æ/-/ɛ/, /ə/-/oʊ/. Regarding the global level, the study will research the speech
mode of text passage reading. Ratings will be carried out by native speakers of English and
will be used to determine the overall perception of foreign accent.
Lastly, the study will research the relationship of segmental and global L2
pronunciation performance. It will examine whether performance at the segmental level is
predictive of performance at the global level. The performance at the segmental level will
represent an objective phonological analysis and the global performance will represent
subjective judgement of foreign accent.
The following research question is formulated to be able to answer the question of
whether the phonological analysis (segmental) correlates with the subjective judgement
(global) of foreign accent: RQ: To what extent is the performance of L2 learners of English at
the segmental level predictive of the performance at the global level regarding foreign accent
for the particular English sound segments of /z/, /ð/, /æ/, /ə/?
Firstly, to be able to answer the research question, research will have to be done to be
able to analyze the English and Dutch sound segments. Therefore, the following sub-question
is formulated: SBQ: What are the acoustic phonetic parameters of the consonants /s/-/z/, /ð//d/ and of the vowels /æ/-/ɛ/, /ə/-/oʊ/?
To be able to describe and carry out the data analysis for this study, the independent
and dependent variables are identified. The independent variable in this study is the
calculation of the distance between the phoneme of the native speaker and the phoneme of the
L2 speaker. The dependent variable in this study are the results of the passage ratings.
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1.4.1 Hypotheses and predictions
The following hypotheses were formulated in regard to the research question:
H0: There is no correlation between the distance of the sound segments and the results of the
global passage ratings.
H1: There is a correlation between the distance of the sound segments and the results of the
global passage ratings.
The prediction of the research question ‘To what extent is the performance of L2
learners of English at the segmental level predictive of the performance at the global level
regarding foreign accent for the particular English sound segments of /z/, /ð/, /æ/, /ə/?’ is that
there will be a correlation between the distance of the sound segments and the results of the
global passage ratings. The expectation is that the L2 speakers whose consonant and vowel
sound segments are acoustically close(r) to the sound segments of the native speakers will
receive higher ratings and thus will be rated as more native-like in the text passage rating task.
Whereas, the L2 speakers whose consonant and vowel sound segments are further away from
the sound segments of the native speakers will receive lower ratings and this will be rated less
native-like in the text passage rating task.
The prediction is that the performance on the segmental level will predict the outcome
of the global level. Therefore, it will support the findings of the study of Munro and Bohn
(2007) where they state that native-like proficiency at the segmental level is a necessary
condition for being perceived as native-like at the global level.

2. Method
2.1 Research design
The present study investigates foreign (L2) accent and the relationship between the two
different levels, segmental and global, of foreign accent. Four tasks were developed for this
study: word reading, picture reading, text passage reading and text passage rating. The
method section will describe how the data was collected, researched and analyzed to answer
the research question: To what extent is the performance of L2 learners of English at the
segmental level predictive of the performance at the global level regarding foreign accent for
the particular English sound segments of /z/, /ð/, /æ/, /ə/?
As discussed before, L2 speakers produce segmental errors when they deviate from
native sound patterns. Foreign accent can be explained by segmental errors in the production
of L2 sounds (Caspers and Horloza, 2012). The sound segments of /z/-/s/, /ð/-/d/, /æ/-/ɛ/, /ə//oʊ/ represent phonetic acquisition difficulties of Dutch L2 learners of English and were
therefore chosen for this study. To classify segmental errors, researchers have mostly focused
on segmental production differences between native and non-native speakers of a language.
Therefore, the method section will start with describing the participants who participated in
the tasks of word reading, picture reading and text passage reading. Aside from the segmental
production of L2 sound segments that influences foreign accent, there is also a global level of
speech production. These ratings are executed by native speakers who judge speech samples
for degree of foreign accent. The method section will also introduce the native speaker
participants that participated in the rating task of the study. Moreover, the method section will
further explain the four tasks and the corresponding materials of the tasks used to execute the
study.
Like mentioned before, segmental sound segments are usually assessed by acoustic or
spectral measures in research of L2 speakers’ pronunciation (Munro and Derwing, 2008). The
method section will therefore continue with explaining which measures are used in this study
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to assess the segmental sound segments. Lastly, the method section will explain which data
analyses are used to answer the research question.
This study can be classified as a correlational research study since it looks at the
relationship between the segmental level and global level of foreign accent. Field (2009)
explains that correlational research attempts to determine the extent of a relationship between
two or more variables using statistical data. The study further looks at whether the
performance of L2 learners of English at the segmental level is predictive of the performance
at the global level regarding foreign accent. Therefore, this study does not look at cause and
effect of the variables but at the relationship between foreign accent at the segmental and
global level.
2.2 Participants
The participants consist of three groups: L1 speakers, L2 speakers and the raters. Both group
1 and 2 participated in the word reading, picture naming and the text passage reading task.
Group 3 only participated in the text passage rating task. All the participants for group 1 and 2
are female. Only female speakers were chosen for these groups in order to minimize the
variance in the analyses of the sound segments. According to Titze (1989) women have higher
pitched voices compared to male speakers. The aim of this study is to distinguish sound
segments from each other, therefore, it is important to ensure homogeneity by using voices
which accord in pitch.
The participants of group 1 were recruited via the Radboud University participant
system SONA and via flyers. The participants of group 2 were also recruited via SONA and
via word-of-mouth. The participants of group 3 were recruited via the online participant
recruitment website Prolific. Lastly, the age criteria for all the groups were from 18 till 35
years old.
Group 1 consists of 81 Dutch L2 learners of English. In research a minimum of 30
participants have to be chosen since Fields (2009) states that a normal distribution in
statistical sense can be assumed from a group size of at least 30 participants due to the central
limit theorem. The Dutch L2 learners in group 1 are from the Dutch provinces of Gelderland
and Noord-Brabant. One specific region was chosen to ensure that the participants in this
group have to same regional accent. This is important because it limits variance in the
analyses of the sound segments spoken by this group of participants. The Dutch L2 speakers
were not allowed to have dyslexia and any hearing or speech impairments. The reason is that
the participants had to carry out tasks where they had to speak, read aloud and listen to audio
fragments. These tasks could be difficult to execute for people with any of the aforementioned
impairments. Furthermore, the participants in group 1 had to be monolingually raised to limit
variance and influences of the mother tongue that could affect the results of this study. All the
participants in group 1 had to meet the criteria described above to ensure homogeneity within
the group.
Group 2 consists of 11 native speakers of English, 3 native speakers were ultimately
excluded from the study which means 8 native speakers of English were left. From the 8
native speakers, 4 speakers are from the United States of America and 4 speakers are from
England. The goal of this (comparison) group was to calculate the distance of the analyses
between the sound segments of the L1 speakers (group 2) and the L2 learners (group 1). The
first criteria for group 2 was that the participants had to be monolingually raised in order to
limit influences of the mother tongue. These influences of the mother tongue could create
variance which could affect the results of this study. The second criteria was that the
participants were not allowed to have any speech or hearing impairments. All the participants
in group 2 had to meet the criteria described above to ensure homogeneity within the group.
Group 3 consists of 64 British native speakers and 64 American native speakers of
English. They participated in the rating tasks where they had to rate the recorded passages of
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group 1 and 2 for nativelikeness. British and American native speakers of English were
chosen for this study because McDermott (1986) explains that the backgrounds of individual
listeners may affect the specific factors upon which they choose to focus in rating tokens.
Derwing and Munro (2005) also explain that ratings of L2 speech may be influenced by
factors such as experience with accented speech or personal biases against particular accents
or voices. Ratings have some degree of subjectivity and therefore, the background of raters
should be carefully considered. Regarding this study, the expectation was that British
speakers would be more strict when rating Dutch speakers of English since the status of the
English language and accent seems to be more prevalent in Britain. The study of van den Doel
(2006), however, points out that American native speakers of English are more strict in their
evaluation of Dutch foreign accent than British native speakers of English.
Group 3 was divided into 8 smaller groups. In one group each half of the group was
divided into another group as well to ensure the full range of accents can be rated without the
raters having to rate every participant. For example: In group 1 there were participants divided
into half A and half B. This group rated one list of ratings and then half B of group 1 would
continue with rating a second list together with half of group 2. The half of group 2 that only
rated the second list would continue with rating the third list together with half of group 3.
The first criteria for group 3 was that they cannot have any hearing impairments. The
reason is that this group had to listen to audio and rate the participants for nativelikeness. This
could be difficult for people with hearing impairment. The second criteria is that English had
to be their first language.
Some studies of foreign accent ratings have chosen to train the raters participating in
the study (McDermott 1986). For this study the raters were not trained. Flege and Fletcher
(1992) compared the foreign accent ratings assigned by a group of experiences raters with a
group of less experienced raters. The ratings by the two groups of listeners were comparable,
suggesting that, inexperienced raters may not necessarily be less reliable than experienced
raters. Good levels of agreement between ratings made by experienced and inexperienced
raters were also obtained by Bongaerts, van Summeren, Planken, and Schils (1997) and
Anderson-Hsieh and Koehler (1988).
2.3 Materials
As mentioned before, the study consisted of five tasks: filling in the questionnaire, word
reading task, picture naming task, text passage reading task and text rating task. The following
materials were used for those tasks.
2.3.1 Questionnaire
A questionnaire was administered to the Dutch participants to find out the language
background of the participants, what English accent they think they speak with and if they
have any musical experience. A questionnaire was also administered to the raters to find out
the language background of the participants, where the raters grew up and where they live
now, which regional accent of English they think they speak with, if they ever tried to study
Dutch and how often they hear the Dutch language.
2.3.2 Words and pictures
Single words were used as stimuli for the word reading task. The words were divided into
four categories: critical words reference target, critical words reference non-target, filler
words and vowel space items. The critical words are the words from which the sound
segments were analyzed. These words have the same pronunciation in British English and in
American English to ensure that possible difference in English accent from the participants
would not influence the results of the study. An overview of the critical words is given below:
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Table 2
Critical words with their corresponding sound segments.
Critical word

Critical non-reference

Sound segments

Cheese

Peace

/s/-/z/

Feather

Federate

/ð/-/d/

Back

Cocaine

/æ/-/ɛ/

Potato

Beck, bet

/ə/-/oʊ/

The critical words were example words of how the Dutch L2 speakers would be expected to
pronounce the words (with a foreign/Dutch accent). The critical words reference non-target
were example words of how the natives were expected to pronounce the words (without a
foreign accent/native English accent). For the full word list of all the four categories see
appendix B and C on pages 55 and 57. Group 1 and 2 had to read the words from all four
categories in the word list naming task aloud.
According to Jesney (2004) the types of stimuli upon which foreign accent judgments
have been based vary. It is stated, however, that sentences have been the most common type
of stimuli used in such studies. The argument for using sentences is that it controls the range
of non-phonological variables (e.g. lexical errors) which might contribute to judgments of
foreign accent. As mentioned before, Flege (1984) stated that despite the fact that sentencelength stimuli are most often used in foreign accent judgement studies, these judgments can
still be effectively made when using shorter tokens. For this study single words were chosen
instead of sentences because this study is interested in isolating the sounds of interests (/s/-/z/,
/ð/-/d/, /æ/-/ɛ/, /ə/-/oʊ/) and relate the performance on those to the longer speech sample of the
passage reading. Therefore, it is important to minimize other sounds outside of the sounds of
interest to influence the ratings.
For the next task, the picture naming task, pictures were used as stimuli. In the picture
naming task only the critical words where shown. The pictures from the picture naming task
were collected from a picture database and were sorted on high frequency words and naming
accuracy. The pictures were taken from the database of MultiPic by Duñabeitia, Crepaldi,
Meyer, New, Pliatsikas, Smolka, and Brysbaert. Finally, the results of the word reading and
picture naming task are used to analyze foreign accent on segmental level.
2.3.3. Text passage
For the text passage reading task, the ‘Stella’ passage was used. This passage was chosen
because it contains all the English sounds and sounds which are perceived as difficult for nonnative speakers. The ‘Stella’ passage can be found in Appendix C on page 57. As mentioned
before Piske, Mackay, and Flege (2001) state that the degree of foreign accent is more reliably
measured when raters evaluate a fixed set of materials compared to rating free speech. Jesney
(2004), however, states that in global foreign accent ratings the ‘naturalness’ of the stimuli
should be considered as an important factor. Patkowski (1990) explains that eliciting free
speech could be problematic because the speech may contain morphosyntactic and/or lexical
errors. Therefore, it could be difficult to determine the exact effect of deviations in sound
segments on global level of foreign accent. Since working with untrained raters it would be
important for the stimuli to be as informative as possible without risking morphosyntactic
and/or lexical errors to influence the global judgement of foreign accent. Therefore, in this
study a text passage was chosen as material for foreign accent regarding the global level of
foreign accent.
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2.3.4. Rating forms
Finally, rating forms were used for the last task of text passage rating. The rating forms
contained a rating scale which went from no foreign accent/native-like on the left (with a
hidden value of 0) to a very strong foreign accent on the right (with a hidden value of 10).
There were visible tick marks on the scale at 25%, 50%, and 75% and responses were
recorded at a precision of 0.1. Multiple studies regarding ratings of global foreign accent used
different scales. Scales have been used from three point scale to a 10 point scale (Tahta,
Wood & Loewenthal, 1981). Sliding-scales have also been used before (Major, 1986). For
this study a rating scale of 0 - 10 was chosen because based on previous research of Jesney
(2004), the ideal scale lengths is the rating scale of 0-10. Finally, the text passage reading and
rating tasks are used to analyze foreign accent on global level.
2.4 Procedure
The study started with group 1 and 2, the Dutch participants and the English native speakers.
The Dutch participants filled in the questionnaire. Afterwards, the Dutch participants and the
English natives read the text passage. The participants had to read four different text passages.
These passages were ‘Stella’, ‘the North Wind and the Sun’, ‘Rainbow’ and ‘the Boy Who
Cried Wolf’. However, only one passage, the Stella passage, was used for this study. After
group 1 and 2 read the text passage they continued with the word list naming task. Both
groups first saw each word presented separately on a screen. Both groups had to read the
words aloud. The word list naming task was a priming task so the participants would say the
primed words when looking at the pictures of the corresponding primed words. After the word
naming task both groups continued with the picture naming task, each picture represented a
critical word. The participants saw each picture from one critical word five times in
randomized order. The participants were asked to name the word corresponding to the picture
that was shown.
Before group 3 started with the ratings, they had to carry out an attention check to
ensure all their focus was on the experiment before them. Afterwards, they filled in a
questionnaire about their (language) background, accent and knowledge of the Dutch accent.
The raters had a practice round of rating three items before they started with the actual rating.
Then they continued with carrying out the text passage rating task. The raters had to evaluate
the speech samples of group 1 and group 2. The raters rated these speech samples for degree
of nativelikeness.
2.5 Apparatus
For the word naming task, picture naming task and passage reading task the following
apparatus were required: computer, microphone, headphones, speech recording software. For
the passage rating task the following apparatus were required: computer, headphones. For the
data analysis the following apparatus were required: computer, programs Praat and RStudio.
2.6 Data analysis
The measures and dimensions for annotating and analyzing the target sound segments of z/,
/ð/, /æ/, /ə/ and the Dutch consonants /s/, /d/, /ɛ/ and /oʊ/ were chosen with help of the
literature of previous studies regarding the same topic. Afterwards, the program ‘Praat’ was
used to annotate the phonemes of the words. When the words were annotated, the data was
extracted and loaded into the program ‘RStudio’. The next step was to research the literature
again to determine which acoustic dimensions could be used to measure each word, acoustic,
spectral measures or both per sound segment. Scatterplots with those chosen dimensions as
variables were carried out to look at whether the dimensions create variability and therefore
are able to distinguish the native speakers from the native speakers and the native speakers
from the non-native speakers. When it was confirmed that the chosen dimensions make a
clear distinction, those dimensions were inserted into the code for the Mahalanobis distance.
The Mahalanobis acoustic distance between non-native productions and target native acoustic
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spaces was used to assess L2 production accuracy. Distance is in terms of temporal and
spectral characteristics. Kartushina, Hervais-Adelman, Frauenfelder, and Golestani (2015)
described the Mahalanobis distance as followed:
The Mahalanobis distance is a unitless, scale-invariant measure of the distance
between a point and a distribution that takes into account the distance, measured in
standard deviations, along the principal component axes of the distribution. It has been
used in techniques of pattern recognition, data clustering and classification, and
speaker identification, where an unknown speech sample is assigned to a speaker on
the basis of the minimum distance between a test speech sample and the reference
samples. It has previously been used to calculate L2 production accuracy. (p. 820)
That distance was entered into the regression for the ratings. Afterwards, it could be
researched and concluded how much each sound is correlated to the global level of foreign
accent in the text passage ratings.
2.6.1 Acoustic and spectral measures: consonants
The literature was studied and summarized to decide which dimensions are most informative
for distinguishing the sound segment pairs of /z/-/s/ and /ð/-/d/. To calculate the Mahalanobis
distance in the program RStudio, at least two dimensions are necessary. The measures of
voicing, fricative and vowel duration were chosen for the sound segments of /s/-/z/. Regarding
the measure of voicing, Gussenhoven and Broeders (1997) explain that voicing concerns the
process in which the vocal folds vibrate and to classify speech sounds, that undergo this
process, as voiced. Furthermore, the study of Flege & Hillenbrand (1986) researched temporal
acoustic measures that could distinguish the sound segment pairs of /z/-/s/ in the English and
French language. The study stated that the English /z/ closure interval is produced with a
longer period of voicing than the English /s/ closure interval since /z/ is voiced and /s/ is
voiceless.
Regarding the measure of fricative duration, Baum and Blumstein (1987) explain that
fricative duration concerns the duration of the frication noise in the production of the fricative
consonant. For this study the fricative consonants that are researched are /z/-/s/. Jongman,
Wayland and Won (2000) explained that previous studies of distinguishing between fricatives
focused on four attributes. This included the temporal measurement of fricative noise
duration. Another study of Jongman (1989) stated that different fricatives have different
intrinsic duration. Furthermore, the study of Flege and Hillebrand (1986) found that the /s/
was produced with a longer period of frication. The study of Ali, van der Spiegel, and Mueller
(2001) confirm these results and explain that voiceless fricatives are usually longer in duration
than voiced fricatives. Lastly, the study of Behrens and Blumstein (1988) distinguished
voiceless and voiced fricatives from a number of factors including the duration of the frication
noise.
Regarding the measure of vowel duration, Collins and Mees (2003) explain that vowel
duration concerns the length of the vowel sound of the particular vowel that is being
researched. For this study it concerns the vowels that precedes the voiced consonant of /z/ and
the voiceless consonant of /s/. Flege and Hillenbrand (1986) found that longer vowels were
produced before the /z/ compared to with the /s/. Coretta (2020) confirms that vowels
preceding voiceless consonants have shorter duration compered to vowels which precedes
voiced consonants.
Regarding the sound segments of /ð/ and /d/ it is important to note that this
study compares the dental fricative /ð/ to the dental stop /d/ since there are many variations of
the /d/ and /ð/. Since no literature could be found where the dental fricative /ð/ was compared
to the stop /d/ it was chosen to look at articles comparing similar sounds to these. The
measures of voice onset time duration (VOT), skewness and high to low amplitude were
chosen for the sound segments of /ð/-/d/. Skewness is a spectral measure and VOT-Duration
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is a temporal measure. As mentioned before, Zhao (2010) states that the replacement of /ð/
by /d/ is called the process of stop-like modification of /ð/. The study also states that the stoplike modification of /ð/ occurs in L2 learners from various L1 languages. Regarding the
measure of VOT-Duration, Gósy (2001) explains that VOT-Duration is defined as the timing
between the beginning of phonation and the release of the closure of the vocal tract. For this
study the VOT-duration will be calculated by subtracting any closure that occurs from the
consonant duration. The study of Stoel-Gammon, Williams and Buder (1994) found that
American English alveolar /t/ and Swedish dental /t/ differed in voice onset time (VOT). The
VOT values of American-English /t/ were significantly longer than those of Swedish dental
/t/. Moreover, Sundara (2005) examined the acoustic differences between Canadian-English
alveolar stops /d/ and /t/ and Canadian-French dental stops /d/ and /t/. It was found that the
VOT-Duration was significantly longer for Canadian English alveolar stops than for
Canadian-French dental stops.
The study of Jongman, Wayland, and Wong (2000) used spectral moments to
distinguish places of articulation in regard to English fricatives. They stated that out of the
four spectral moments studied (center of gravity, skewness, kurtosis and variance), variance
and skewness distinguished the most. The study found that all the spectral measure of
skewness exhibited significant differences between /ð/ and /d/. The study of Zhao (2010)
researched aspects that could distinguish between the alveolar /d/ to the dental fricative /ð/.
According to Zhao, the spectral moment of skewness looks at the tilt of the distribution and
the coefficient values. The study reported that the average coefficient of skewness is higher
for the alveolar /d/ than for the stop-like dental fricative /ð/.
Regarding the measure of high to low amplitude, Zhao (2010) explains that high to
low amplitude concerns the ratio of the peak amplitude of the particular sound segment being
researched. The study expected the dental fricative /ð/ to have a lower degree of peakedness
and a lower burst amplitude than the alveolar /d/. The results of the study confirmed that the
dental fricative /ð/ has a smaller high to low amplitude.
2.6.2 Acoustic and spectral measures: vowels
The literature was studied and summarized to decide which dimensions are most informative
for distinguishing the sound segment pairs of /æ/-/ɛ/ and /ə/-/oʊ/. The measures of F1 and F2
were chosen for the sound segments of /æ/-/ɛ/. The study of Broos, Dijkgraaf, van Assche,
van der Beken, Dirix, Lagrou, Hartsuiker, and Duyck (2019) studied the realization of the
vowel /æ/. To characterize the vowel they determined the first spectral peak (F1) and second
spectral peak (F2). Broos et al. (2019) explain that the F1 correlates with the height of the
tongue. If the tongue is low, F1 is high and if the tongue is positioned high, F1 is low. F2
correlates with the tongue being placed at the front or back of the mouth. In the former
placement, F2 is high and in the latter, F2 is low. Looking at the vowels of /æ/-/ε/, the F1 of
/æ/ is slightly higher than the F1 of /ε/. Moreover, the F2 of /æ/ is slightly lower than the F2
of /ε/.
The measures of F1, F2 and sound duration were chosen for the sound segments of /ə//oʊ/. Sound duration represents the duration of the vowel in the word. Braun, Lemhöfer, and
Mani (2011) found that stressed vowels are characterized by longer duration. As stated before,
unstressed English vowels are often reduced to /ə/. Regarding the measures of F1 and F2,
Fleming and Johnson (2007) found that there are significant phonetic differences between
schwa vowels in word-final position and schwa vowels in other positions. Flemming (2009)
states that medial schwas are, unlike final schwas, high vowels. The average F1 of 428 Hz lies
between the tense and lax high vowels with wide variation in F2. Flemming (2009) argues
that this variability results from assimilation of schwa to the surrounding context. Kondo
(1994) also found that schwa F2 varied substantially across contexts, and that this variation
was largely predictable from the context.
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2.6.3 Annotations
Analyses were performed on the recordings of the participants’ speech. The target sounds
were annotated by hand using Praat (Broersma & Weenink, 2014) after which a script was
used to extract the temporal and spectral measures. Phoneme boundaries were determined as
accurately as possible through visual and auditory inspection. For all the critical words, the
phoneme boundaries of the entire word were determined. For ‘cheese’ the phoneme
boundaries of the vowel and the /z/ were determined. For ‘feather’ phoneme boundaries for
/ð/, closure duration and VOT-Duration were determined. For ‘back’ the phoneme boundaries
of the vowel /æ/ was determined. For ‘potato’ the phoneme boundaries of /ə/ were
determined.
2.6.4 Analysis segmental and global level
After carrying out the annotations, the analyses were carried out in the program called
RStudio. For the consonants the results of ‘cheese’ and ‘feather for both the natives and
participants were imported. Data for the analyses in RStudio for the critical word ‘cheese’ and
‘peace’ were normalized to ensure that the acoustic data is comparable across individual
speakers. Data for the analyses in Rstudio for the target word ‘feather’ were not normalized,
the raw data was used since the critical words ‘feather’ and ‘federate’ differ in syllables.
Scatterplots for the aforementioned chosen dimensions were carried out to look at whether
those dimensions are able to distinguish the native speakers from the native speakers and the
native speakers from the non-native speakers. The dimensions which were the least
informative for distinguishing the sound segments were excluded from the final analyses. The
dimensions were researched using scatterplots in Rstudio and these scatterplots will answer
part of the sub-question of what the acoustic phonetic parameters of the consonants /s/-/z/ and
/ð/-/d/ are. When it was confirmed that the chosen dimensions made a clear distinction, those
dimensions were inserted into the code for the Mahalanobis distance for ‘cheese’ and for
‘feather’.
For the vowels the results of ‘potato’ and ‘back’ for both the natives and participants
were imported. The vowels of the critical words pronounced by the L1 speakers (group 1) and
L2 speakers (group 2) were plotted against the Dutch vowel space. Sandoval, Berisha,
Utianski, Liss, and Spanias (2013) explain that a vowel space refers to a two dimensional area
bounded by lines connecting the F1 and F2 coordinates. For this study the area of the vowel
space were computed according to the F1 and F2 coordinates. Moreover, the vowels were
normalized and centered using z-scores and the Lobanov transformation method (Lobanov,
1971). The vowel space is computed in a scatterplot together with the aforementioned chosen
dimensions to look at whether those dimensions are able to distinguish the native speakers
from the non-native speakers. The dimensions which are the least informative for
distinguishing the sound segments were excluded from the final analyses. The scatterplots
will answer part of the sub-question of what the acoustic phonetic parameters of the vowels
/æ/-/ɛ/ and /ə/-/oʊ/ are.
The next step was to analyze the ratings of the text passage. Firstly, the data of the
ratings by the native speakers was imported. Afterwards, the median score per speaker for
each group of raters (British and American) was calculated. The next step was to take a closer
look at the ratings and its distribution. In the result section, a histogram will be presented with
the distribution of the ratings. The mean and standard deviation of the data will be reported
together with the histogram.
Finally, to be able to answer the main research question, the highest score for each
speaker is used for the regression model. According to Field (2012) the regression analysis is
used to fit a model to the data and to predict values of the dependent variable from one or
more independent variables. The independent variable in this study is the calculation of the
distance between the phoneme of the native speaker and the phoneme of the L2 speaker. The
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dependent variable in this study are the results of the passage ratings. Therefore, a regression
model is built to predict the relationship of the words (segmental) and ratings (global). The
regression model looked at the relationship between the words and the ratings and whether
this relationship is linear or not. The regression model makes the assumption that the
relationship between the predictors and the outcome variable is linear. To check whether the
relationship is linear, the study looked at the assumptions of the regression model and whether
the assumptions made by the regression model are met or not. The assumptions that were
checked are: linearity of the data, normality of residuals, homogeneity of residuals variance
and independence of residuals error terms. The first step was to look at the relationship
between the acoustic dimensions (per word) and the ratings. The next step was to look at the
assumptions for the ratings and all the words. The last step was to analyze the output of the
multiple linear regression. As a final note this study is part of a bigger research about internal
and external factors which influence foreign accent. The research further zooms in on the
question of why achieving native-like pronunciation in another language is difficult. The
research is supervised by M.A. Wagner.
3. Results
3.1 Overview descriptive statistics and regression analysis
The results section will present the results of the regression analysis to be able to answer the
research question. Firstly however, the descriptive statistics and figures illustrating the
arguments for choosing the dimensions of the sound segment analyses will be introduced.
This will answer the sub-question of the acoustic parameters of the researched sound
segments. The study analyzed the segmental sound deviations of the Dutch L2 learners of the
consonants /s/-/z/, /ð/-/d/ and of the vowels /æ/-/ɛ/, /ə/-/oʊ/. The sound segments are analyzed
with the use of acoustic (temporal and spectral) measures to look at whether the chosen
dimensions are able to distinguish between the native speakers themselves and between the
native and non-native speakers. The dimensions that are most informative for distinguishing
the sound segments are used in the final analyses. Afterwards, the parameters are defined and
the non-native sound segments are analyzed to look at whether they deviate from the native
target sound segments. The second part will describe the ratings of the non-native Dutch
learners of English. The results look at the distribution of the ratings given by the native
English speakers to determine the overall perception of foreign accent.
Lastly, the study will present the results of regression analysis. The regression model
looked at the relationship between segmental and global L2 pronunciation to answer the
research question: Till what extent is the performance of L2 learners of English at the
segmental level predictive of the performance at the global level regarding foreign accent for
the particular English sound segments of /z/, /ð/, /æ/, /ə/.
3.2 Segmental analysis: consonants
Prior to the analyses, the native and non-native duration of /z/ and /s/ were normalized to align
the values of the sound segments and to account for speech rate. Therefore, the results of the
consonants /z/ and /s/, presented in the scatterplots, are in proportion of the words
pronounced: native English /z/ for ‘cheese’ and native English /s/ for ‘peace’. The native and
non-native duration of /ð/ and /d/ were not normalized. Therefore, the raw duration data was
used of the native English /ð/ for ‘feather’ and of the native English /d/ for ‘federate’. The
duration of those consonants were not normalized since the word ‘feather’ and ‘federate’
differ in amount of syllables. Therefore, the raw duration is used in the figures for illustrative
purposes to be able to compare the duration data.
3.2.1 Sound segments: /z/-/s/
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Figure 1 displays a scatterplot for the English native speakers only which is used to identify
the position of the English /z/ and the English /s/. It shows the values for the English /z/ as in
‘cheese’ (phonetic transcription: /'tʃi:z/) and the English /s/ as in ‘peace’ (phonetic
transcription: /piːs/). Figure 1 will help to answer the sub-question of what the acoustic
phonetic parameters are to characterize the consonants /z/-/s/. The measures of vowel duration
and fricative duration were chosen to distinguish the sound segments of /z/-/s/. The acoustic
parameters of /z/-/s/ will therefore be defined by the two measures. The measure of voicing
was excluded and not used for the final analyses because it was the least informative and did
therefore not make a clear distinction between the sound segments.
The blue data points and the blue ellipsis show the values of the English /z/ for the
dimensions of vowel and fricative duration. The red data points and the red ellipsis show the
values of the English /s/ for the dimensions of vowel and fricative duration. The data points
represent individual speaker values and the ellipsis represent the average performance. The
figure shows how the English /s/ is situated compared to the English /z/. Furthermore, it
shows whether the ellipsis representing the two sound segments are separate and can therefore
be distinguished from one another in regard to the measures of vowel and fricative duration.

Figure 1. Scatterplot normalized fricative duration and vowel duration of English /z/ and
English /s/.
Figure 1 shows that the native /s/ fricative duration values on the x-axis range from
0.45 (45%) to 0.68 (68%) of the word. The fricative duration values on the x-axis for the
native /z/ range from 0.25 (25%) to 0.42 (42%) of the word. This means that /s/ is produced
with a longer period of frication. This corresponds with findings of previous studies stating
that voiceless fricatives are usually longer in duration than voiced fricatives and that /s/ is
produced with a longer period of frication compared to its voiced counterpart /z/ (Flege &
Hillenbrand, 1986; Ali, van der Spiegel & Mueller, 2001; Behrend & Blumstein, 1988).
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Looking at the next chosen dimension of vowel duration, figure 1 shows that the
native /s/ vowel duration values on the y-axis range from 0.20 (20%) to 0.36 (36%) of the
word. The vowel duration values for the native /z/ on the y-axis range from 0.39 (39%) to
0.58 (58%) of the word. This means that the vowel preceding /z/ is produced with a longer
duration compared to the vowel preceding /s/. This corresponds with findings of previous
studies stating that vowels preceding voiceless consonants have shorter duration compared to
vowels which preceded voiced consonants (Flege & Hillebrand, 1986; Coretta, 2020). Finally,
the ellipsis of the native English /z/ and native English /s/ do not overlap with each other. This
means that the dimensions of vowel duration and fricative duration are able to distinguish the
English /z/ and English /s/.
Since it is established how the English /z/ and /s/ are situated compared to each other
and that the native sound segments can be distinguished from one another regarding the
dimensions of fricative and vowel duration, the next step is to compare the native sound
segments to the non-native sound segment. Figure 2 displays a scatterplot for the English
native speakers and the Dutch non-native speakers of English. In the scatterplot the ‘NL z’
represents the sound segment pronounced by the Dutch non-native speakers of English.
The blue data points and the blue ellipsis show the values of the Dutch /z/ for the
dimensions of vowel and fricative duration. The red data points and the red ellipsis show the
values of the English /s/ for the dimensions of vowel and fricative duration. The green data
points and the green ellipsis show the values of the English /z/ for the dimensions of vowel
and fricative duration. The figure shows how the Dutch /z/ is situated compared to the English
/z/-/s/ and whether the Dutch /z/ overlaps with one or both of the native English sound
segments in regard to the two measures. Figure 2 will also help to answer the sub-question of
what the acoustic phonetic parameters of the consonants /z/-/s/ are.

Figure 2. Scatterplot normalized fricative duration and vowel duration of English /z/, English
/s/ and Dutch /z/.
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Figure 2 shows that the Dutch /z/ fricative duration values on the x-axis range from
0.25 (25%) to 0.55 (55%) of the word. The vowel duration values on the y-axis for the Dutch
/z/ range from 0.29 (29%) to 0.55 (55%) of the word. This means that the Dutch /z/ overlaps
with both the English /z/ and the English /s/ in regard to fricative and vowel duration.
Therefore, the values of the Dutch realizations overlap with those of the native English
speakers in terms of both fricative duration (0.25 - 0.55 of word) and vowel duration (0.29 0.55 of word). To take a closer look at this overlap regarding fricative duration, a histogram is
presented in figure 3. The histogram shows a distribution of the normalized fricative duration
in relation with the number of participants (count). The figure shows that a large portion of
the Dutch participants (count 31) produce fricative duration of the consonants /z/ around 0.43
(43%) of the word (M = 0.40, SD = 0.06). Furthermore, a large portion of the English native
speakers (count 9) produce fricative duration of the consonants /z/ around 0.54 (54%) of the
word (M = 0.33, SD = 0.04).

Figure 3. Histogram normalized fricative duration of English /z/, English /s/ and Dutch /z/.
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Figure 4. Histogram normalized vowel duration of English /z/, English /s/ and Dutch /z/.
To take a closer look at the overlap regarding vowel duration, a histogram is presented
in figure 4. The histogram shows the normalized vowel duration in relation with the number
of participants (count). The figure shows that a large portion of the Dutch participants (count
33) produce vowel duration of the consonant /z/ around 0.40 (40%) of the word (M = 0.41,
SD = 0.06). Furthermore, a large portion of the English native speakers (count 10) produce
vowel duration of the consonants /z/ around 0.45 (45%) of the word (M = 0.47, SD = 0.06).
3.2.2 Sound segments: /ð/-/d/
Figure 5 displays a scatterplot for the English native speakers only which is used to identify
the position of the English /ð/ and the English /d/. It shows the values for the English /ð/ as in
‘feather’ (phonetic transcription: /ˈfeðər/) and the English /d/ as in ‘federate’ (phonetic
transcription: /ˈfedərət/). Figure 5 will help to answer the sub-question of what the acoustic
phonetic parameters are to characterize the consonants /ð/-/d/. The measures of voice onset
time duration (VOT) and skewness (Moment 3) were chosen to distinguish the sound
segments of /ð/-/d/. The measure of high to low amplitude was excluded and not used for the
final analyses because it was the least informative and did therefore not make a clear
distinction between the sound segments.
In the scatterplot the English /ð/ is presented as ‘EN D’ and the English /d/ as ‘EN d’.
The blue data points and the blue ellipsis show the values of the English /ð/ for the
dimensions of VOT-duration and skewness. The red data points and the red ellipsis show the
values of the English /d/ for the dimensions of VOT-duration and skewness. The data points
represent individual speaker values and the ellipsis represent the average performance. The
figure shows how the English /ð/ is situated compared to the English /d/. Furthermore, it
shows whether the two ellipsis representing the two sound segments are separate and can
therefore be distinguished from one another in regard to the measures of VOT-duration and
skewness.
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Figure 5. Scatterplot VOT-Duration and Moment3 (skewness) of English /ð/ and English /d/.
Figure 5 shows that the native /ð/ skewness values (Moment 3) on the x-axis range
from 0.02 to 0.15 in terms of skewness. The skewness values for the native /d/ on the x-axis
range from 0.12 - 0.19 in terms of skewness. This means that the skewness for native /d/ is
higher than the skewness level of native /ð/. This corresponds with findings of previous
studies stating that the average coefficient of skewness is higher for the alveolar /d/ than for
the dental fricative /ð/ (Zhao, 2010). It is important to note, however, that the study of Zhao
compares the alveolar /d/ to the dental fricative /ð/ and that this study compares the dental
stop /d/ to the dental fricative /ð/. Therefore, the results of the study of Zhao are not
completely comparable to the present study.
Looking at the next chosen dimension of VOT-Duration, figure 5 shows that the native
/ð/ VOT-duration values on the y-axis range from 0.05 to 0.09 seconds. The VOT-duration
values for the native /d/ on the y-axis range from 0.001 to 0.03 seconds. This means that
VOT-duration for the native /ð/ is longer than the VOT-duration for the native /d/. The
previous study of Sundara (2005) found that the VOT-duration for the alveolar stop /d/ is
longer compared to the VOT-Duration for the dental stop /d/. This study, however, compares
the dental fricative /ð/ and dental stop /d/ and are therefore not completely comparable to the
results of the study of Sundara. Finally, the ellipsis of the native English /ð/ and native
English /d/ do overlap with each other regarding the dimension of skewness but do not
overlap with each other regarding the dimension of VOT-Duration.
Since it is established how the English /ð/ and /d/ are situated compared to each other
and that the native sound segments can be distinguished from one another regarding the
dimensions of skewness and VOT-Duration, the next step is to compare the native sound
segments to the non-native sound segment. Figure 6 displays a scatterplot for the English
native speakers and the Dutch non-native speakers of English. In the scatterplot the ‘NL D’
represents the sound segment pronounced by the Dutch non-native speakers of English.
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Figure 6. Scatterplot VOT-Duration and Moment3 (skewness) of English /ð/, English /d/ and
Dutch /d/.
The blue data points and the blue ellipsis show the values of the Dutch /d/ for the
dimensions of VOT-duration and skewness. The red data points and the red ellipsis show the
values of the English /d/ for the dimensions of VOT-duration and skewness. The green data
points and the green ellipsis show the values of the English /ð/ for the dimensions of VOTduration and skewness. The figure shows how the Dutch /d/ is situated compared to the
English /ð/-/d/ and whether the Dutch /d/ overlaps with one or both of the native English
sound segments in regard to the two measures. Figure 6 will also help to answer the subquestion of what the acoustic phonetic parameters of the consonants /ð/-/d/ are.
Figure 6 shows that the Dutch /d/ skewness values on the x-axis range from 0.05 to
0.22 in terms of skewness. The VOT-Duration values for the Dutch /d/ on the y-axis range
from -0.03 to 0.08 seconds. This means that the values of the Dutch realizations overlap with
those of the native English speakers in terms of both skewness (0.05 - 0.22 seconds) and
VOT-Duration (-0.03 - 0.08 seconds). To take a closer look at this overlap regarding
skewness, a histogram is presented in figure 7. The histogram shows the distribution of the
dimension of skewness in relation with the number of participants (count). The figure shows
that a large portion of the Dutch participants (count 33) produce skewness around 0.14
seconds (M = 0.13, SD = 0.04). Furthermore, a large portion of the English native speakers
(count 4) produce skewness around 0.15 seconds (M = 0.08, SD = 0.02).
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Figure 7. Histogram skewness (Moment3) duration of English /ð/, English /d/ and Dutch /d/.

Figure 8. Histogram VOT-Duration of English /ð/, English /d/ and Dutch /d/.
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To take a closer look at the overlap regarding VOT-Duration, a histogram is presented
in figure 8. The histogram shows the raw VOT-duration in relation with the number of
participants (count). The figure shows that a large portion of the Dutch participants (count 46)
produce VOT-duration of the consonants /d/-/ð/ around 0.01 seconds (M = 0.03, SD = 0.02).
Furthermore, a large portion of the English native speakers (count 4) produce VOT-duration
of the consonants /ð/ around 0.08 seconds (M = 0.07, SD = 0.01).
3.3 Segmental analysis: vowels
The vowels are shown in a scatterplot that shows the Dutch vowel space to be able to analyze
the vowels. The vowels of the words ‘back’ and ‘potato’ are plotted against the Dutch vowel
space. The area of the vowel space is computed according to the F1 and F2 coordinates.
Moreover, prior to plotting, the vowels were normalized and centered using z-scores and the
Lobanov transformation method (Lobanov 1971). The vowel space is computed in a
scatterplot together with the aforementioned chosen dimensions to look at whether those
dimensions are able to distinguish the native speakers from the non-native speakers.
3.3.1 Sound segments: /æ/-/ε/
Figure 9 displays a scatterplot for the English native speakers and Dutch non-native speakers
of English which is used to identify the position of the English /æ/ and the Dutch /ε/. It shows
the values for the English /æ/ as in ‘back’ (phonetic transcription: /bæk/). Figure 9 will help to
answer the sub-question of what the acoustic phonetic parameters are to characterize the
vowels /æ/-/ε/. The measures of F1 and F2 were chosen to distinguish the two sound
segments. The acoustic parameters of /æ/-/ε/ will therefore be defined by the two measures.
The blue data points and the blue ellipsis show the values of the English /æ/ for the
dimensions of F1 and F2. The purple data points and the purple ellipsis show the values of the
Dutch /ε/ for the dimensions of F1 and F2. The data points represent individual speaker values
and the ellipsis represent the average performance. The figure shows how the English /æ/ and
the Dutch /ε/ are situated compared to each other but also how they are situated compared to
the Dutch vowel space.

Figure 9. Scatterplot Dutch vowel space with distribution English /æ/ and Dutch / ε/.
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Figure 9 shows that the F1 values of the English vowel /æ/ on the y-axis range from
0.9 to 2. The F1 values of the Dutch /ε/ on the y-axis range from 0.5 to 1.8. This means that
the pronunciation of the vowel /æ/ is higher than the pronunciation of the vowel /ε/. This
corresponds with the literature stating that the F1 of /æ/ is slightly higher than the F1 of /ε/
(Broos, Dijkgraaf, van Assche, van der Beken, Dirix, Lagrou, Hartsuiker, & Duyck, 2019).
The F2 values of the English vowel /æ/ on the x-axis range from -0.4 to 0.5. The F2 values of
the Dutch /ε/ on the x-axis range from -0.1 to 0.8. This means that the pronunciation of the
vowel /æ/ is lower than the pronunciation of the vowel /ε/. This corresponds with the
literature stating that the F2 of /æ/ is slightly lower than the F2 of /ε/ (Broos et al., 2019). This
means that the values of the Dutch realizations overlap with those of the native English
speakers in terms of both F1 (0.5 - 1.8) and F2 (-0.1 - 0.8).
To take a closer look at this overlap regarding F1, a histogram is presented in figure
10. The histogram shows the distribution of the F1 in relation with the number of participants
(count). The figure shows that a large portion of the Dutch participants (count 29) produce a
F1 for /ε/ around 1.4 (M = 1.21, SD = 0.41). Furthermore, a large portion of the English
native speakers (count 6) produce F1 for /æ/ around 1.7 (M = 1.43, SD = 0.34).

Figure 10. Histogram F1 of English /æ/ and Dutch /ε/.
To take a closer look at the overlap regarding F2 a histogram is presented in figure 11.
The histogram shows the distribution of the F2 in relation with the number of participants
(count). The figure shows that a large portion of the Dutch participants produce F2 around 0.2
(count 34) and around 0.4 (count 34) for /ε/ (M = 0.23, SD = 0.41). Furthermore, a large
portion of the English native speakers (count 6) produce F2 for /æ/ around 0.2 (M = 0.06, SD
= 0.30).
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Figure 11. Histogram F2 of English /æ/ and Dutch /ε/.
3.3.2 Sound segments: /ə/-/o/
Figure 12 displays a 3D scatterplot for the English native speakers and Dutch non-native
learners of English which is used to identify the position of the English /ə/ and the Dutch /oʊ/.
It shows the values for the English /ə/ as in ‘potato’ (phonetic transcription: /pəˈteɪtəʊ/).
Figure 12 will help to answer the sub-question of what the acoustic parameters are to
characterize the vowels /ə/-/oʊ/. The measures of F1, F2 and sound duration were chosen to
distinguish the two sound segments. The acoustic parameters of /ə/-/oʊ/ will therefore be
defined by the three measures. Since three measures are used to analyze the sound segments a
3D scatterplot was used for the vowels of /ə/-/oʊ/ instead of a 2D scatterplot as seen in the
previous plots.
The yellow data points show the values of the Dutch /oʊ/ for the dimensions of F1, F2
and sound duration. The blue data points show the values of the English /ə/ for the dimensions
of F1, F2 and sound duration. The data points represent individual speaker values. The figure
shows how the English /ə/ and the Dutch /oʊ/ are situated compared to each other.
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Figure 12. 3D scatterplot Dutch vowel space with distribution English /ə/ and Dutch /o/.
Figure 12 shows that the F1 values of the English vowel /ə/ on the y-axis range from 2.15 to 7.38. The F1 values of the Dutch /oʊ/ on the y-axis range from 1.73 to 7.72. This
means that the pronunciation of the vowel /oʊ/ has a higher F1 and therefore a lower tongue
position compared to the English vowel (Broos, Dijkgraaf, van Assche, van der Beken, Dirix,
Lagrou, Hartsuiker & Duyck, 2019). The F2 values of the English vowel /ə/ on the x-axis
range from -0.395 to 3.27. The F2 values of the Dutch /oʊ/ on the x-axis range from -4.78 to
4.64. This means that the pronunciation of the vowel /oʊ/ has a higher F2 and therefore the
tongue is placed more at the front compared to the English vowel (Broos et al., 2019). The
sound duration values of the English /ə/ on the z-axis range from 0.07 (7%) to 0.09 (9%) of
the word. The sound duration values of the Dutch /oʊ/ on the z-axis range from 0.03 (3%) 0.08 (8%) of the word. This does not correspond with the literature according to Braun,
Lemhöfer, and Mani (2011) that found that stressed vowels are characterized by longer
duration. As stated before, unstressed English vowels are often reduced to /ə/.
Looking at the three dimensions of F1, F2 and sound duration, this means that the
values of the Dutch realizations overlap with those of the native English speakers in terms of
F1 (-1.73 - 7.72), F2 (-4.78 - 4.64) and sound duration (0.03 - 0.08). To take a closer look at
this overlap regarding F1, a histogram is presented in figure 13. The histogram shows the F1
data in relation with the number of participants (count). The figure shows that a large portion
of the Dutch participants (count 60) produce a F1 for /oʊ/ around -0.9 (M = -0.68, SD = 0.49).
Furthermore, a large portion of the English native speakers (count 6) produce F1 for /ə/
around -1.8 (M = -0.87, SD = 0.79).
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Figure 13. Histogram F1 of English /ə/ and Dutch /oʊ/.
To take a closer look at the overlap regarding F2 a histogram is presented in figure 14.
The histogram shows the F2 in relation with the number of participants (count). The figure
shows that a large portion of the Dutch participants (count 41) produce a F2 for /oʊ/ around 0.2 (M = 0.03 SD = 0.37). Furthermore, a large portion of the English native speakers (count
9) produce F2 for /ə/ around 0.4 (M = 0.51 SD = 0.30).
To take a closer look at the overlap regarding sound duration a histogram is presented
in figure 15. The histogram shows the sound duration in relation with the number of
participants (count). The figure shows that a large portion of the Dutch participants (count 34)
produce sound duration for /oʊ/ around 0.04 (M = 0.05, SD = 0.01). Furthermore, a large
portion of the English native speakers (count 6) produce sound duration for /ə/ around 0.06
(M = 0.05, 0.02).
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Figure 14. Histogram F2 of English /ə/ and Dutch /oʊ/.

Figure 15. Histogram sound duration of English /ə/ and Dutch /oʊ/.
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3.4 Ratings: Text passage
The results to answer the sub-question of the parameters of the researched sound segments
were presented. Before the study can continue to answer the main research question a
histogram of the ratings is given in figure 16. The histogram shows the distribution of the
ratings of the L2 Stella Passage given by the raters of the study. The figure shows how the
raters rated the non-native Dutch participants in the study on the scale of foreign accent.

Figure 16. Ratings L2 Passage by native English speakers (n= 128).
The rating forms contained a rating scale which went from no foreign accent/nativelike on the left (with a hidden value of 0) to a very strong foreign accent on the right (with a
hidden value of 10). Figure 16 shows that a large portion, around 12 of the raters, judged the
non-native Dutch speakers of English around 7.6 on the scale (M = 6.99, SD = 1.02). The
shape of the histogram shows that a large portion of the participants were rated on the strong
foreign accent side of the ratings scale. The left side of the histogram is empty since the raters
rated the native English participants on the left side of the scale indicating no foreign accent /
native-like accent.
3.5 Segmental and global level results
The next step is to answer the main research question of: Till what extent is the performance
of L2 learners of English at the segmental level predictive of the performance at the global
level regarding foreign accent for the particular English sound segments of /z/, /ð/, /æ/, /ə/. To
answer the main research question, a regression model was built. The regression model is
built to predict the relationship of the words (segmental) and ratings (global). The regression
model will look at the relationship between the words and the ratings and whether this
relationship is linear or not. Firstly, the study will look at the relationship between the
acoustic dimensions (per word) and the ratings. The next step is to look at the assumptions for
the ratings and all the words. Lastly, the output of the regression model will be presented.
3.5.1 Regression acoustic dimensions and ratings
The first step is to plot the relationship between the raw acoustic data of the words (cheese,
feather, back, potato) and the ratings. The scatterplot in figure 17 shows the raw acoustic data
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of the word ‘cheese’ and its relationship with the ratings. The blue line is the regression line
and the gray band area around the blue line is the prediction. The fitted (predicted) values are
the y-values that are expected for the given x-values according to the built regression model.
The acoustic dimension of ‘cheese’ seems to not be linearly related to the ratings since the
data points do not fall exactly on the estimated regression line. This means that the measured
values can be different from the predicted values. Moreover, the residuals are not normally
distributed because the gray band around the regression line is much more precise where there
are more values and much less precise and wider where there are fewer data points.

Figure 17. Scatterplot linear regression model acoustic dimension cheese and ratings.
In figure 18 a scatterplot for the raw acoustic data of the word ‘feather’ and its
relationship with the ratings is shown. As with the results of ‘cheese’, the acoustic dimension
of ‘feather’ seems to not be linearly related to the ratings since the data points do not fall
exactly on the estimated regression line. Moreover, the residuals are not normally distributed.
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Figure 18. Scatterplot linear regression model acoustic dimension feather and ratings.
In figure 19 a scatterplot for the raw acoustic data of the word ‘back’ and its
relationship with the ratings is shown. As with the results of ‘cheese’ and ‘feather, the
acoustic dimension of ‘back’ is also not linearly related to the ratings. As mentioned above,
this means that the measured values can be different from the predicted values. Moreover, the
residuals are not normally distributed. In figure 20 a scatterplot for the raw acoustic data of
the word ‘potato’ and its relationship with the ratings is shown. The scatterplots shows that
the acoustic dimension of ‘potato’ is not lineally related to the ratings and the residuals are
also not normally distributed.
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Figure 19. Scatterplot linear regression model acoustic dimension back and ratings.

Figure 20. Scatterplot linear regression model acoustic dimension potato and ratings.
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3.5.2 Assumptions regression model
The next step is to look at the regression model of all the words (cheese, feather, back, potato)
and the ratings. The assumptions of the regression model which was built to predict the
relationship of the words (segmental) and ratings (global) are evaluated below. The linear
regression makes several assumptions about the data such as: linearity of the data, normality
of residuals, homogeneity of residuals variance and independence of residuals error terms.
This study looked at the diagnostic plots to evaluate the assumptions of the regression model.
The diagnostic plots show the residuals in the described four different manners. In the plots
the red line represents the relationship between ratings and all the words. Moreover, the
slanted line in the plots shows the linear distribution.
The plot in figure 21 shows the assumption of the linearity of the data. Here it can be
confirmed that the relationship is not linear. A linear relationship would be indicated by a
horizontal line along the dotted line. Therefore, the assumption of a linear relationship is
violated.

Figure 21. Scatterplot regression model assumption of linearity.
The plot in figure 22 shows the assumption of normality of residuals. The plot shows
that the residuals are fairly normally distributed since the residual points follow the straight
line. This means that the residuals are normally distributed because the residuals
approximately follow the straight reference line and therefore normality can be assumed.
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Figure 22. Scatterplot regression model assumption of normality of residuals.
The plot in figure 23 shows the assumption of homogeneity of residuals variance
(homoscedasticity). The plot shows that the assumption of homoscedasticity is violated since
the line is not horizontal and the points are not equally distributed around the ranges of
predictors. This means that the variance of the residuals is not homogeneous.
The plot in figure 24 shows the assumption of independence of residuals error terms.
The plot shows that the assumption of independence is violated since the line is not horizontal
and the points are not equally distributed around the ranges of predictors. This means that the
variance of the residuals is not homogeneous.

Figure 23. Scatterplot regression model assumption of homogeneity of residuals variance.
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Figure 24. Scatterplot regression model assumption of independence of residuals error terms.
Since the three assumptions of linearity of the data, homogeneity of residuals variance and
independence of residuals error terms of the regressions model were violated, the data cannot
be presented and interpret in a reliable and valid manner. It is important to be aware of these
issues, however, the output of the regression model will be concluded as if the study could
interpret the data. The regression model was calculated to predict the results of the passage
ratings based on the calculation of the distance between the phoneme of the native speaker
and the phoneme of the L2 speaker. A significant equation was found (F(4,288) = 14.33, p <
0.05), with an R2 of 0.1544. All four words of cheese (p = 0.003), feather (p < 0.001), back (p
< 0.001) and potato (p = 0.003) are significant predictors of the text passage ratings. The word
that contributes the most to the relationship between the word and the text passage ratings
regarding the influence of foreign accent is ‘back’ r = .08, compared to the other three words
of cheese r = .03, feather r = .01 and potato .04

4. Discussion
The aim of this study was to add to the literature about foreign accents and native-like
proficiency and to further understand the relationship between the segmental and global level
of foreign accent in regard to the language domain of pronunciation. The discussion will
summarize the results of the study and will look further at the literature mentioned and the
thereby given conclusions of this study. It has to be taken into account that the assumptions of
the regression model for this study were violated and that it is important to be aware of the
data presented and its reliability issues.
4.1 Summary of findings
Firstly, the segmental sound deviations of the Dutch L2 learners of the consonants /s//z/, /ð/-/d/ and of the vowels /æ/-/ɛ/, /ə/-/o/ were analyzed. The sound segments were analyzed
to be able to answer the sub-question of: What are the acoustic phonetic parameters of the
consonants /s/-/z/, /ð/-/d/ and of the vowels /æ/-/ɛ/, /ə/-/oʊ/? A comparison was made between
native speakers of English and non-native Dutch learners of English to analyze how the L2
pronunciation differs from the target L1 pronunciation pattern per sound segment pair. The
sound segments were analyzed with the use of acoustic (temporal and spectral) measures that
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are able to distinguish between the native speakers themselves and between the native and
non-native speakers. Afterwards, the parameters of the sound segment pairs were defined. The
parameters will be summarized to be able to answer the sub-question of this study.
The study used the dimensions of fricative and vowel duration for the consonants of
/z/-/s/. The acoustic parameter regarding the measure of fricative duration for the English
native /z/ is the range from 0.25 to 0.42 proportion of the word. The acoustic parameters
regarding the measure of fricative duration for the non-native Dutch /z/ is the range from 0.25
to 55 proportion of the word. Furthermore, the acoustic parameter regarding the measure of
vowel duration for the English native /z/ is the range from 0.39 to 0.58 proportion of the
word. The acoustic parameters regarding the measure of vowel duration for the non-native
Dutch /z/ is the range from 0.29 to 0.55 proportion of the word. Therefore, the values of
Dutch realizations overlap with those of the native speakers in terms of both fricative and
vowel duration.
The study used the dimensions of VOT-Duration and skewness (Moment 3) for the
consonants of /ð/-/d/. The acoustic parameter regarding the measure of VOT-Duration for the
English native /ð/ is the range from 0.05 to 0.10 seconds. The acoustic parameters regarding
the measure of VOT-Duration for the non-native Dutch /d/ is the range from -0.03 to 0.08
seconds. Furthermore, the acoustic parameter regarding the measure of skewness for the
English native /ð/ is the range from 00.02 to 0.15. The acoustic parameters regarding the
measure of skewness for the non-native Dutch /d/ is the range from 0.05 to 0.22. Therefore,
the values of Dutch realizations overlap with those of the native speakers in terms of both
skewness and VOT-Duration.
The study used the dimensions of F1 and F2 for the vowels of /æ/-/ɛ/. The acoustic
parameter regarding the measure of F1 for the English native /æ/ is the range from 0.9 to 2.
The acoustic parameters regarding the measure of F1 for the non-native Dutch /ɛ/ is the range
from 0.5 to 1.8. Furthermore, the acoustic parameter regarding the measure of F2 for the
English native /æ/ is the range from -0.4 to 0.5. The acoustic parameters regarding the
measure of F2 for the non-native Dutch /ɛ/ is the range from 0.1 to 0.8 . Therefore, the values
of Dutch realizations overlap with those of the native speakers in terms of both F1 and F2.
The study used the dimensions of F1, F2 and sound duration for the vowels of /ə/-/oʊ/.
The acoustic parameter regarding the measure of F1 for the English native /ə/ is the range
from -2.15 to 7.38. The acoustic parameters regarding the measure of F1 for the non-native
Dutch /oʊ/ is the range from 1.73 to 7.72. Furthermore, the acoustic parameter regarding the
measure of F2 for the English native /ə/ is the range from -0.395 to 3.27. The acoustic
parameters regarding the measure of F2 for the non-native Dutch /oʊ/ is the range from -4.78
to 4.64. Lastly, the acoustic parameters regarding the measure of sound duration for the
English native /ə/ is the range from 0.07 (7%) to 0.09 (9%) of the word. For sound duration
and the non-native Dutch /oʊ/ the range is 0.03 (3%) to 0.08 (8%) of the word. Therefore, the
values of Dutch realizations overlap with those of the native speakers in terms of all three
measures of F1, F2 and sound duration.
The main research question of this study is: To what extent the performance of L2
learners of English at the segmental level is predictive of the performance at the global level
regarding foreign accent for the particular English sound segments of /z/, /ð/, /æ/, /ə/? The
research question examined whether performance at the segmental level is predictive of
performance at the global level. The hypothesis was that there will be a correlation between
the distance of the sound segments and the results of the global passage ratings. The
expectation is that the L2 speakers whose consonant and vowel sound segments are
acoustically close(r) to the sound segments of the native speakers will receive higher ratings
and thus will be rated as more native-like in the text passage rating task. Whereas, the L2
speakers whose consonant and vowel sound segments are further away from the sound
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segments of the native speakers will receive lower ratings and this will be rated less nativelike in the text passage rating task. This means that he performance on the segmental level
will predict the outcome of the global level and that it will support the findings of the study of
Munro and Bohn (2007) where they state that native-like proficiency at the segmental level is
a necessary condition for being perceived as native-like at the global level. Therefore, a linear
relationship between the ratings and researched sound segments in the regression model is
expected.
Since the three assumptions of linearity of the data, homogeneity of residuals variance
and independence of residuals error terms of the regressions model were violated it is
important to be aware of these issues. The results of the regression model, however, will be
concluded as if the study could interpret the data. The regression model showed that the
ratings for the raw acoustic data of all target words (cheese, feather, back, potato) are linearly
related to the ratings given by the native English speakers. The complete regression model
showed a significant equation for the four words of cheese, feather, back and potato.
Moreover, all four words separately also showed a significant equation which means that
cheese, feather, back and potato are significant predictors of the ratings. The word item of
‘back’ showed to contribute the most to the relationship between the word and the text
passage ratings regarding the influence of foreign accent. Since a linear relationship is found
between the four words and the ratings it can be concluded that the performance at the
segmental level is predictive of performance at the global level like the study of Munro and
Bohn (2007) suggested.
4.2 Revisiting the literature
The literature in this study discussed the topic of language learning and age. According to
Aljumah (2020), a prevalent question within the topic of language learning and age is whether
children can reach native-like proficiency in the L2 where adults cannot. This is reflected in
the CPH theory. Literature in support of the CPH theory states that learners who start to learn
a second language around the onset of puberty, will never be able to achieve native-like
proficiency and will easily be identified as non-native speakers of the L2 (Scovel, 1982;
Hyltenstam & Abrahamsson, 2009; Rahman, Pandian, Karim, & Shahed, 2017). There is,
however, literature that states that late L2 learners are able to reach native-like proficiency in
the L2 (Ioup, 1995; Abu-Rabia & Kehat, 2004). Looking at the language domain of
phonology, Birdsong (2005) states that foreign accent is a characteristic that influences the
level of proficiency for L2 learners in regard to pronunciation.
This study researched late L2 learners to further understand the questions of when
does a L2-learner have a foreign accent and when is a L2-learner considered native-like in
regard to pronunciation of the L2 language. The results of the study showed that a large
portion of the raters who rated the global foreign accent of Dutch-English late L2 learners,
judged the non-native Dutch speakers of English with a strong foreign accent. Moreover, none
of the Dutch participants were rated as having no foreign accent and therefore being nativelike. With these results it cannot be concluded that late L2 learners are not able to reach
native-like proficiency but it shows that late L2 learners vary in the level of ultimate
attainment they can achieve in a second language (Ioup 1995; Abu-Rabia & Kehat, 2004).
Moreover, since a linear relationship was found between the four words and the
ratings, it can be concluded that the performance at the segmental level is predictive of
performance at the global level like the study of Munro and Bohn (2007) suggested. This
shows that segmental deviation from the native patterns contributes to (global) foreign accent
and foreign accent is a characteristic that influences the level of proficiency for L2 learners
regarding pronunciation (Birdsong, 2005). As mentioned before, L2 learners often experience
difficulty in producing non-native speech sounds since L2 learners perceive L2 sounds in
terms of their L1. This theory is reflected in the Speech Learning Model (SLM). The SLM
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states that successful acquisition of L2 pronunciation occurs when L2 learners perceive the L2
sound segments correctly in terms of the L2, and then produce these sound segments without
deviating from the native norms (Lewandowski & Jilka, 2019). Caspers and Horloza (2021)
explained that when L2 speakers deviate from native sound patterns, segmental errors are
produced in the production of L2 sounds, which results in a foreign accent.
Looking back at the global level of foreign accent, Munro and Bohn (2007) explained
that there is a relationship between segmental and global level of L2 speech production. The
results of this study concluded that the segmental level is predictive of performance at the
global level. This means that the study only researched one direction regarding the segmental
and global level of foreign accent. Therefore, nothing could be concluded about the effect of
the global level on the segmental level of foreign accent. To further understand this
relationship, future research could examine both ways to be able to add on the literature
whether the relationship between the segmental and global level is unidirectional like the
study of Munro and Bohn (2007) stated.
Looking back at the segmental level of foreign accent, the results of the study showed
that late L2 learners indeed experience difficulty to pronounce the researched sound segments
according to the native patterns. It was stated that the sound segments of /z/-/s/, /ð/-/d/, /æ/-/ɛ/,
/ə/-/o/ represent L2 acquisition and pronunciation difficulties for Dutch learners of English.
Therefore, this study analyzed those sound segments to research whether L2 speakers can
reach native-like pronunciation on segmental level without phonetic training. It was expected
that the Dutch participants would pronounce the target words in this study with the non-native
realizations and that the comparison group of native English speakers would pronounce the
target words with the native realizations.
According to Collins and Mees (2003), many Dutch speakers do not make consistent
contrasts between the Dutch /s/ and the English /z/. Dutch speakers of English have a
tendency to use the voiceless realization of /z/ as /s/ in word-final position (phonological
context). Final devoicing causes the mispronunciation of /z/ as /s/.
The results of the study regarding the consonants /z/-/s/ showed that it corresponds
with findings of previous studies stating that the voiceless /s/ is longer in fricative duration
than the voiced /z/ and that the vowels preceding the voiceless consonants /s/ have shorter
duration compared to vowels which precede the voiced consonant /z/ (Flege & Hillebrand,
1986; Coretta, 2020). Moreover, the results showed that a large portion of Dutch participants
pronounce /z/ with longer fricative duration and shorter vowel duration than the native
English speakers. Therefore, it could be expected that the Dutch /z/ production in the target
word ‘cheese’ tilts towards the non-native pronunciation of /s/ more than towards the native
target pronunciation of /z/. There is, however, overlap regarding the values of the Dutch
realizations of /z/ for both measures. This overlap suggests that some participants approach
the native pronunciation of the target word ‘cheese’ (English /z/) and other participants
approach the non-native pronunciation ‘peace’ (English /s/) more. None of the Dutch
participants, however, pronounce the /z/ quite as long as the English /s/ for the measure of
fricative duration.
Furthermore, Collins and Mees (2003) explained that since the Dutch language lacks
dental fricatives and has no sounds similar to the English /ð/, Dutch speakers are likely to
interpret the English /ð/ as the Dutch /d/ since the Dutch /d/ is the phoneme which sounds
closest to the English /ð/. The results of the study regarding the consonants /ð/-/d/ showed that
it corresponds with findings of previous studies stating that skewness is higher for the alveolar
/d/ than for the dental fricative /ð/ (Zhao, 2010). The results of this study showed that the
skewness for native /d/ and Dutch /d/ are both higher than for the native /ð/. The results of the
study of /ð/-/d/ regarding the measure of VOT-Duration, however, showed that it does not
correspond with previous literature. The study of Sundara (2005) found that the VOT-duration
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for the alveolar stop /d/ is longer compared to the VOT-Duration for the dental stop /d/. The
results of this study showed that the VOT-Duration for the native /ð/ is longer than the VOTDuration for both the native /d/ and the Dutch /d/. Therefore, it could be expected that the
Dutch /d/ production in the target word ‘feather’ tilts towards the non-native pronunciation of
/d/ more than towards the native target pronunciation of /ð/. There is, however, overlap
regarding the values of the Dutch realizations of /d/ for both measures. This overlap suggests
that some participants approach the native pronunciation of the target word ‘feather’ (English
/ð/) and other participants approach the non-native pronunciation ‘federate’ (English /d/)
more. It is important to note, however, that no research has been done regarding the two
dimensions of skewness (Moment 3) and VOT-Duration for the consonants of dental fricative
/ð/ and dental stop /d/. Therefore, the results of the previous literature which are not
completely comparable to the results of the present study. Accordingly, more research is
necessary for the consonants of dental fricative /ð/ and dental stop/d/ regarding the measures
of skewness and VOT-Duration.
Regarding the sound segments of /æ/-/ε/, the study of Broersma, Aoyagi, and Weber
(2010) suggested that Dutch L2 learners of English might lack the awareness of the
replacement of /æ/ by /ɛ/ in Dutch accented speech and that it does not conform to the English
target pronunciation. This lack of awareness in perception could therefore have an effect on
the production. This could result in pronunciation errors for the sound segments of /æ/-/ɛ/.
The results of the study regarding the vowels /æ/-/ε/ showed that it corresponds with
findings of previous studies stating that the F1 of /æ/ is slightly higher than the F1 of /ε/ and
that the F2 of /æ/ is slightly lower than the F2 of /ε/ (Broos, Dijkgraaf, van Assche, van der
Beken, Dirix, Lagrou, Hartsuiker & Duyck, 2019). Moreover, the pronunciation of the values
of the Dutch realizations overlap with those of the native English speakers in terms of both F1
and F2. This overlap also suggests that some participants approach the native pronunciation
and other participants approach the non-native pronunciation more.
Regarding the vowels /ə/-/oʊ/, the study of Kondo (1994) states that /ə/ varies
substantially across context regarding the measure of F2. Therefore, no consensus in the
literature could be found to compare the results of this study. It was found, however, that the
results of the present study for the dimension of sound duration of the vowels /ə/-/oʊ/ do not
correspond with previous literature. The results of this study showed that the sound duration
values of the Dutch /oʊ/ are shorter than the sound duration values of the English /ə/. This is
unexpected since the study of Braun, Lemhöfer and Mani (2011) stated that stressed vowels
are characterized by longer duration. As stated before, unstressed English vowels are often
reduced to /ə/.
4.3 Issues and violation of the assumptions
The study researched the relationship of segmental and global L2 pronunciation performance
and concluded that there is a linear relationship between the ratings and the sound segments of
the researched words. Therefore, the research question of this study was answered with the
statement that the performance at the segmental level is predictive of performance at the
global level regarding foreign accent. It has to be taken into account, however, that the three
assumptions of linearity of the data, homogeneity of residuals variance and independence of
residuals error terms of the regressions model were violated. This means that it is important to
be aware of the reliability issues of the data presented in this study and the answer to the
research question.
While interpreting and describing the results, various issues were presented in the
results of the study. Firstly, the individual word regression plots showed that the residuals are
not normally distributed because the gray band around the regression line is much more
precise where there are more values and much less precise and wider where there are few data
points. It seems that there are not enough data points on the high end of the plot for an equal
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distribution of the variables. Moreover, looking at the plots of the assumptions of the
regression model, it shows that the ratings and the words, the model shows that the
Mahalanobis distance could have any rating. This means that the sound segments with a
Mahalanobis distance approaching 0 (meaning no distance between the native and non-native)
not necessarily received a rating which approached 0 (meaning rated native-like).
Another issues with the results of the regression model is that there are many
Mahalanobis distance results approaching the value of 0 and few higher Mahalanobis distance
results. Therefore, the data of the variables seems to not be evenly distributed. It can be
concluded that Mahalanobis distance is not a sufficient measure for calculating the distance
between the researched sound segments. For future research, other measures should be
examined if those are more appropriate for calculating the distance of sound segments and
using it in a regression model.
4.4 Conclusion
This study researched native and non-native L2 pronunciation at both segmental and global
level. It researched the relationship between the two different levels of foreign accent. The
results of the study found a linear relationship between the four words (cheese, feather, back,
potato) and the text passage ratings. The study, therefore, concluded that performance at the
segmental level is predictive of the outcome at the global level of foreign accent. This would
normally mean that the L2 speakers whose consonant and vowel sound segments are
acoustically close(r) to the sound segments of the native speakers (segmental level) would
receive higher ratings and thus will be rated as more native-like in text passage rating tasks
(global level). However, since the three assumptions of linearity of the data, homogeneity of
residuals variance and independence of residuals error terms of the regressions model were
violated, it is important to be aware of these issues and the given conclusion. The study
decided that the Mahalanobis distance is not a sufficient measure for calculating the distance
between the researched sound segments.
Lastly, the goal of the study was to add to the literature about foreign accent, nativelike proficiency and to further understand the relationship between the segmental and global
level of foreign accent in regard to the language domain of pronunciation. The findings of this
study add to the literature of Birdsong (2005) and Munro and Bohn (2007). Birdsong
suggested that segmental deviation from the native patterns contributes to (global) foreign
accent and that foreign accent is a characteristic that influences the level of proficiency for L2
learners regarding pronunciation. The findings of this study confirm the findings of the study
of Birdsong. Moreover, the results of this study also confirm the statement of Munro and
Bohn (2007) that there is a relationship between the segmental and global level of foreign
(L2) accent. The direction of this relationship, however, remains unclear since the present
study researched one direction regarding the segmental and global level of foreign accent.
Therefore, future research should examine both ways to further understand the direction of the
relationship between the segmental and global level of foreign (L2) accent.
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6. Appendix
A. References native and non-native realization sound segments
Reference for non-native realization
Deviation
interest

of Critical word

Target sound

English

Dutch

/z/ --> /s/

Cheese

s

Niece, peace

Kies

/ð/-->/d/

Feather

d

Federate,
header

redder

/ə/-->/oʊ/

Potato

o

cocaine

Potentie

/æ/-->/ɛ/

Back

ɛ

Beck, bet

Bek

Target sound

English

Dutch

Reference for native realization
Deviation
interest

of Critical word

/z/ --> /s/

Cheese

z

Easy, disease

Bizon

/ð/-->/d/

Feather

ð

Together,
leather

N/A

/ə/-->/oʊ/

Potato

ə

Petition,
paternal,
statistics

Petitie

/æ/-->/ɛ/

Back

æ

Bag

N/A
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B. L2 word reading
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C. Picture naming
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D. Text passage
Please call Stella. Ask her to bring these things with her from the store: six spoons of fresh
snow peas, five thick slabs of blue cheese, and maybe a snack for her brother Bob. We also
need a small plastic snake and a big toy frog for the kids. She can scoop these things into three
red bags, and we will go meet her Wednesday at the train station.
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E. Script RStudio
Consonants - cheese
#setting a directory
setwd("C:/Users/Dijkhuis/Documents/Data/Duration results")# Mirthe
rm(list = ls())
#importing results cheese natives
nativesCheeseDurationResults<-read.delim("nativesCheeseDurationResults.txt", header = TRUE)
#importing results cheese natives (T-6)
nativesCheeseDurationResults2<-read.delim("natives_cheesedurationT-6.txt", header = TRUE)
#importing results cheese natives (T-10)
nativesCheeseDurationResults3<-read.delim("natives_cheesedurationT-10.txt", header = TRUE)
#importing results cheese natives (T-14)
nativesCheeseDurationResults4<-read.delim("natives_cheesedurationT-14.txt", header = TRUE)
#importing results cheese natives (T-18)
nativesCheeseDurationResults5<-read.delim("natives_cheesedurationT-18.txt", header = TRUE)
#importing results cheese participants (attempt 1)
participants_cheesedurationattempt1<-read.delim("participants_cheesedurationattempt1.txt", header =
TRUE)
#importing results cheese participants (attempt 2)
participantsCheeseDurationsResults2<-read.delim("participants_cheesedurationattempt2.txt", header
= TRUE)
#importing results cheese participants (attempt 3)
participantsCheeseDurationsResults3<-read.delim("participants_cheesedurationattempt3.txt", header
= TRUE)
#importing results cheese participants (attempt 4)
participantsCheeseDurationsResults4<-read.delim("participants_cheesedurationattempt4.txt", header
= TRUE)
#importing results cheese participants (attempt 5)
participantsCheeseDurationsResults5<-read.delim("participants_cheesedurationattempt5.txt", header
= TRUE)
#importing results peace natives
natives_peaceduration<-read.delim("natives_peaceduration.txt", header = TRUE)
#add column attempt
nativesCheeseDurationResults$attempt = 1
nativesCheeseDurationResults2$attempt = 2
nativesCheeseDurationResults3$attempt = 3
nativesCheeseDurationResults4$attempt = 4
nativesCheeseDurationResults5$attempt = 5
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participants_cheesedurationattempt1$attempt = 1
participantsCheeseDurationsResults2$attempt = 2
participantsCheeseDurationsResults3$attempt = 3
participantsCheeseDurationsResults4$attempt = 4
participantsCheeseDurationsResults5$attempt = 5
natives_peaceduration$attempt = NA
participantscheeseDur = rbind(participants_cheesedurationattempt1,
participantsCheeseDurationsResults2, participantsCheeseDurationsResults3,
participantsCheeseDurationsResults4, participantsCheeseDurationsResults5)
nativescheeseDur = rbind(nativesCheeseDurationResults, nativesCheeseDurationResults2,
nativesCheeseDurationResults3, nativesCheeseDurationResults4, nativesCheeseDurationResults5)
rm(nativesCheeseDurationResults, nativesCheeseDurationResults2, nativesCheeseDurationResults3,
nativesCheeseDurationResults4, nativesCheeseDurationResults5)
rm(participants_cheesedurationattempt1, participantsCheeseDurationsResults2,
participantsCheeseDurationsResults3, participantsCheeseDurationsResults4,
participantsCheeseDurationsResults5)
#add column for group
natives_peaceduration$group = "natives"
#add a column for group for the other results as well
nativescheeseDur$group = "natives"
participantscheeseDur$group = "non-natives"
#add soundgroups
natives_peaceduration$soundgroup = "EN s"
nativescheeseDur$soundgroup = "EN z"
participantscheeseDur$soundgroup = "NL z"
#define group as factor
natives_peaceduration$group = as.factor(natives_peaceduration$group)
nativescheeseDur$group = as.factor(nativescheeseDur$group)
participantscheeseDur$group = as.factor(participantscheeseDur$group)
Duration = rbind(natives_peaceduration, nativescheeseDur, participantscheeseDur)
rm(nativescheeseDur, natives_peaceduration, participantscheeseDur)
Duration$sound [Duration$word == 'peace'] = 's'
Duration$sound [Duration$word == 'cheese'] = 'z'
#dividing vowel duration by word duration for 'peace'
Duration$vowNorm = Duration$vowelDuration/Duration$wordDuration
#dividing fricative duration by word duration for 'peace'
Duration$fricNorm = Duration$fricativeDuration/Duration$wordDuration
#normalize voicing
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Duration$voicing = Duration$voicingDuration/Duration$wordDuration
nativesCheeseDurationResults2, nativesCheeseDurationResults3, nativesCheeseDurationResults4,
nativesCheeseDurationResults5, participantsCheeseDurationsResults2,
participantsCheeseDurationsResults3, participantsCheeseDurationsResults4,
participantsCheeseDurationsResults5)
nativesCheeseDurationResults2, nativesCheeseDurationResults3, nativesCheeseDurationResults4,
nativesCheeseDurationResults5, participantsCheeseDurationsResults2,
participantsCheeseDurationsResults3, participantsCheeseDurationsResults4,
participantsCheeseDurationsResults5)
#plot
library(ggplot2)
?ggplot
ggplot(Duration, aes(x = fricNorm, y = vowNorm, color = group)) + #Another aesthetic you might want
to add later is shape(), e.g.: shape = group or sound
geom_point() +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
participantsCheeseDurationsResults, nativesCheeseDurationResults2,
nativesCheeseDurationResults3, nativesCheeseDurationResults4, nativesCheeseDurationResults5,
participantsCheeseDurationsResults2, participantsCheeseDurationsResults3,
participantsCheeseDurationsResults4, participantsCheeseDurationsResults5)
#Plot peace results and cheese results for natives
ggplot(Duration[Duration$group == "natives",], aes(x = fricNorm, y = vowNorm, color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point() +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
#plot for natives cheese and peace and non-natives cheese
ggplot(Duration, aes(x = fricNorm, y = vowNorm, color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point() +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
#compare mean Dutch and Eng group barplot for voicing
ggplot(Duration, aes(x=soundgroup, y=voicing)) +
geom_bar(aes (fill = as.factor(group)),
position = "dodge", stat = "summary") +
geom_errorbar(aes(ymin=voicing-sd, ymax=voicing+sd), width=.2,
position=position_dodge(.9))
ggplot(Duration, aes(x=soundgroup, y=voicing)) +
geom_bar(stat="identity", color="black",
position=position_dodge()) +
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geom_errorbar(aes(ymin=len-sd, ymax=len+sd), width=.2,
position=position_dodge(.9))
ggplot(Duration, aes(x=soundgroup, y=voicing)) +
geom_bar(stat="identity", color="black",
position=position_dodge()) +
geom_errorbar(aes(ymin=len-sd, ymax=len+sd), width=.2,
position=position_dodge(.9))
Duration_summary = data_summary(Duration, varname="len",
groupnames=c("soundgroup"))
#plot cheese the same way as we did with feather
#duration
ggplot(Duration [Duration$group == "natives", ], aes(fricativeDuration, fill = soundgroup)) +
geom_histogram(alpha = 0.2, position = "identity", bins = 50)
ggplot(Duration [Duration$group == "natives", ], aes(fricNorm, fill = soundgroup)) +
geom_histogram(alpha = 0.2, position = "identity", bins = 50)
ggplot(Duration [Duration$group == "natives", ], aes(vowelDuration, fill = soundgroup)) +
geom_histogram(alpha = 0.2, position = "identity", bins = 50)
ggplot(Duration [Duration$group == "natives", ], aes(vowNorm, fill = soundgroup)) +
geom_histogram(alpha = 0.2, position = "identity", bins = 50)
ggplot(Duration [Duration$group == "natives", ], aes(voicingDuration, fill = soundgroup)) +
geom_histogram(alpha = 0.2, position = "identity", bins = 50)
ggplot(Duration [Duration$group == "natives", ], aes(voicing, fill = soundgroup)) +
geom_histogram(alpha = 0.2, position = "identity", bins = 50)
#natives boxplots Duration
ggplot(Duration [Duration$group =="natives", ], aes(x=soundgroup, y=fricativeDuration)) +
geom_boxplot()
ggplot(Duration [Duration$group =="natives", ], aes(x=soundgroup, y=fricNorm)) +
geom_boxplot()
ggplot(Duration [Duration$group =="natives", ], aes(x=soundgroup, y=vowelDuration)) +
geom_boxplot()
ggplot(Duration [Duration$group =="natives", ], aes(x=soundgroup, y=vowNorm)) +
geom_boxplot()
ggplot(Duration [Duration$group =="natives", ], aes(x=soundgroup, y=voicingDuration)) +
geom_boxplot()
ggplot(Duration [Duration$group =="natives", ], aes(x=soundgroup, y=voicing)) +
geom_boxplot()
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#scatterplot fricativeDuration with only natives 'cheese'
ggplot(Duration [Duration$group =="natives", ], aes(x = vowNorm, y = fricNorm, color = soundgroup))
+
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
#scatterplot fricativeDuration
ggplot(Duration, aes(x = vowNorm , y = fricNorm, color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
Duration$vowfricpro = Duration$vowNorm/Duration$fricNorm
#voicing
ggplot(Duration [Duration$group =="natives", ], aes(x = voicing, y = vowfricpro, color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
ggplot(Duration, aes(x = vowfricpro, y = voicing, color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
ggplot(Duration, aes(fricNorm, fill = soundgroup)) +
geom_histogram(alpha = 0.5, position = "identity", bins = 50, col="black")
ggplot(Duration, aes(vowNorm, fill = soundgroup)) +
geom_histogram(alpha = 0.5, position = "identity", bins = 50, col="black")
natives_peace <- Duration[c(1:16),c(1:13)]
natives_cheese <- Duration[c(17:56),c(1:13)]
nonnatives_cheese <- Duration[c(57:491),c(1:13)]
mean(nonnatives_cheese$fricNorm)
mean(natives_cheese$fricNorm)
mean(nonnatives_cheese$vowNorm)
mean(natives_cheese$vowNorm)
sd(nonnatives_cheese$vowNorm)
sd(natives_cheese$vowNorm)
sd(nonnatives_cheese$fricNorm)
sd(natives_cheese$fricNorm)
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Consonants - feather
setwd("C:/Users/Dijkhuis/Documents/Data/Duration results")# Mirthe
#import feather natives
nativesFeatherDuration<-read.delim("nativesFeatherDuration.txt", header = TRUE)
nativesFederateDuration<-read.delim("nativesFederateDuration.txt", header = TRUE)
feather_acoustics<-read.delim("feather_acoustics.csv", header = TRUE, sep = ",")
#import all attempts participants feather
participants_featherattempt1<-read.delim("participants_featherattempt1.txt", header = TRUE)
participants_featherattempt2<-read.delim("participants_featherattempt2.txt", header = TRUE)
participants_featherattempt3<-read.delim("participants_featherattempt3.txt", header = TRUE)
participants_featherattempt4<-read.delim("participants_featherattempt4.txt", header = TRUE)
participants_featherattempt5<-read.delim("participants_featherattempt5.txt", header = TRUE)

#add column attempt
nativesFeatherDuration$attempt = 1
nativesFederateDuration$attempt = 1
participants_featherattempt1$attempt = 1
participants_featherattempt2$attempt = 2
participants_featherattempt3$attempt = 3
participants_featherattempt4$attempt = 4
participants_featherattempt5$attempt = 5
#combine all the attempts for participants feather
participantsfeather
=
rbind(participants_featherattempt1,
participants_featherattempt2,
participants_featherattempt3, participants_featherattempt4, participants_featherattempt5)
#combine nativesFeatherDuration and nativesFederateDuration
nativesfeather = rbind(nativesFeatherDuration, nativesFederateDuration)
#assign native/non-natives group
nativesfeather$group = "natives"
participantsfeather$group = "non-natives"
#add soundgroups
nativesfeather$soundgroup [nativesfeather$word=="feather"] = "EN D"
nativesfeather$soundgroup [nativesfeather$word=="federate"] = "EN d"
participantsfeather$soundgroup = "NL D"
nativesfeather$closureDuration [nativesfeather$closureDuration== "'closDur'"] = 0
nativesfeather$closureDuration = as.numeric(nativesfeather$closureDuration)
#define group as factor
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nativesfeather$group = as.factor(nativesfeather$group)
participantsfeather$group = as.factor(participantsfeather$group)
#combine natives and participants
featherduration = rbind(nativesfeather, participantsfeather)
featherduration$speaker = substr(featherduration$filename, 3, 6)
featherduration$attempt = as.integer(featherduration$attempt)
feather_acoustics = merge(feather_acoustics, featherduration, by=c("speaker", "word", "attempt",
"group"))
rm(participants_featherattempt1,
participants_featherattempt2,
participants_featherattempt4, participants_featherattempt5)

participants_featherattempt3,

feather_natives = feather_acoustics %>%
filter(word == "feather", group == "natives")
feather_nonnatives = feather_acoustics %>%
filter(word == "feather", group == "non-natives")
#plot both natives and participants <-- doesn't work anymore
ggplot(featherduration[featherduration$group == "natives", ], aes(x = VOTDuration, y = closureDuration,
color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point() +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
#duration
ggplot(featherduration
soundgroup)) +

[featherduration$group

==

"natives",

],

aes(consonantDuration,

fill

=

geom_histogram(alpha = 0.2, position = "identity", bins = 50)
ggplot(featherduration [featherduration$group == "natives", ], aes(closureDuration, fill = soundgroup)) +
geom_histogram(alpha = 0.2, position = "identity", bins = 50)
ggplot(featherduration [featherduration$group == "natives", ], aes(VOTDuration, fill = soundgroup)) +
geom_histogram(alpha = 0.2, position = "identity", bins = 50)
#spectral <-- doesn't work anymore
ggplot(feather_acoustics[feather_acoustics$group
closureDuration, color = soundgroup)) +

==

"natives",

],

aes(x

=

Moment1,

y

=

geom_point() +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
ggplot(feather_acoustics, aes(x = Moment1, y = closureDuration, color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
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#natives boxplots Duration
ggplot(feather_acoustics
y=closureDuration)) +

[feather_acoustics$group

=="natives",

],

aes(x=soundgroup,

[feather_acoustics$group

=="natives",

],

aes(x=soundgroup,

geom_boxplot()
ggplot(feather_acoustics
y=consonantDuration)) +
geom_boxplot()
ggplot(feather_acoustics [feather_acoustics$group =="natives", ], aes(x=soundgroup, y=VOTDuration))
+
geom_boxplot()
#natives boxplots Spectral
ggplot(feather_acoustics [feather_acoustics$group =="natives", ], aes(x=soundgroup, y=Moment1)) +
geom_boxplot()
ggplot(feather_acoustics [feather_acoustics$group =="natives", ], aes(x=soundgroup, y=Moment3)) +
geom_boxplot()
ggplot(feather_acoustics [feather_acoustics$group =="natives", ], aes(x=soundgroup, y=k1)) +
geom_boxplot()
ggplot(feather_acoustics [feather_acoustics$group =="natives", ], aes(x=soundgroup, y=A_hi_to_A_lo))
+
geom_boxplot()
#scatterplot closureDuration with only natives
ggplot(feather_acoustics [feather_acoustics$group
closureDuration, color = soundgroup)) +

=="natives",

],

aes(x

=

Moment1,

y

=

=="natives",

],

aes(x

=

Moment3,

y

=

geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
ggplot(feather_acoustics [feather_acoustics$group
closureDuration, color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
ggplot(feather_acoustics [feather_acoustics$group =="natives", ], aes(x = k1, y = closureDuration, color
= soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
ggplot(feather_acoustics [feather_acoustics$group =="natives", ], aes(x = A_hi_to_A_lo, y =
closureDuration, color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
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stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
#scatterplot closureDuration
ggplot(feather_acoustics, aes(x = Moment1, y = closureDuration, color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
ggplot(feather_acoustics, aes(x = Moment3, y = closureDuration, color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
ggplot(feather_acoustics, aes(x = k1, y = closureDuration, color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
ggplot(feather_acoustics, aes(x = A_hi_to_A_lo, y = closureDuration, color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
#scatterplot consonantDuration with only natives
ggplot(feather_acoustics [feather_acoustics$group
consonantDuration, color = soundgroup)) +

=="natives",

],

aes(x

=

Moment1,

y

=

=="natives",

],

aes(x

=

Moment3,

y

=

geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
ggplot(feather_acoustics [feather_acoustics$group
consonantDuration, color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
ggplot(feather_acoustics [feather_acoustics$group =="natives", ], aes(x = k1, y = consonantDuration,
color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
ggplot(feather_acoustics [feather_acoustics$group =="natives", ], aes(x = A_hi_to_A_lo, y =
consonantDuration, color = soundgroup)) +
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geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
#scatterplot consonantDuration with natives & participants
ggplot(feather_acoustics, aes(x = Moment1, y = consonantDuration, color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
ggplot(feather_acoustics, aes(x = Moment3, y = consonantDuration, color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
ggplot(feather_acoustics, aes(x = k1, y = consonantDuration, color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
ggplot(feather_acoustics, aes(x = A_hi_to_A_lo, y = consonantDuration, color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
#scatterplot VOTDuration with only natives
ggplot(feather_acoustics [feather_acoustics$group =="natives", ], aes(x = Moment1, y = VOTDuration,
color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
ggplot(feather_acoustics [feather_acoustics$group =="natives", ], aes(x = Moment3, y = VOTDuration,
color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()+
coord_cartesian(xlim = c(0 , .25), ylim = c(-.02 , .125)) +
labs(y = "VOTDuration (raw)")
ggplot(feather_acoustics [feather_acoustics$group =="natives", ], aes(x = k1, y = VOTDuration, color =
soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
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theme_classic()
ggplot(feather_acoustics [feather_acoustics$group =="natives", ], aes(x = A_hi_to_A_lo, y =
VOTDuration, color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
#scatterplot VOTDuration with natives and participants
ggplot(feather_acoustics, aes(x = Moment1, y = VOTDuration, color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
ggplot(feather_acoustics, aes(x = Moment3, y = VOTDuration, color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
ggplot(feather_acoustics, aes(x = Moment3, y = VOTDuration, color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()+
coord_cartesian(xlim = c(0 , .25), ylim = c(-.02 , .125)) +
labs(y = "VOTDuration (raw)")
ggplot(feather_acoustics, aes(x = k1, y = VOTDuration, color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
ggplot(feather_acoustics, aes(x = A_hi_to_A_lo, y = VOTDuration, color = soundgroup)) +
geom_point(alpha = 0.5) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
#import script and data for Monica to look at
# write.table(name_of_df, "name_of_file.txt", sep = ",", col.names = TRUE)
write.table(feather_acoustics, "feather.txt", sep = ",", col.names = TRUE)
#histogram counts
#histogram maken voor extra info deviations /s/-/z/
ggplot(feather_acoustics, aes(Moment3, fill = soundgroup)) +
geom_histogram(alpha = 0.5, position = "identity", bins = 50, col="black")
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ggplot(feather_acoustics, aes(VOTDuration, fill = soundgroup)) +
geom_histogram(alpha = 0.5, position = "identity", bins = 50, col="black")
mean(feather_nonnatives$VOTDuration)
mean(feather_natives$VOTDuration)
sd(feather_nonnatives$VOTDuration)
sd(feather_natives$VOTDuration)
mean(feather_nonnatives$Moment3)
mean(feather_natives$Moment3)
sd(feather_nonnatives$Moment3)
sd(feather_natives$Moment3)

Vowels - back & potato
setwd("C:/Users/Dijkhuis/Documents/Data/Duration results")# Mirthe
#import natives potato data attempt 1 to 5
natives_potatoattempt1<-read.delim("natives_potatoattempt1.txt", header = TRUE)
natives_potatoattempt2<-read.delim("natives_potatoattempt2.txt", header = TRUE)
natives_potatoattempt3<-read.delim("natives_potatoattempt3.txt", header = TRUE)
natives_potatoattempt4<-read.delim("natives_potatoattempt4.txt", header = TRUE)
natives_potatoattempt5<-read.delim("natives_potatoattempt5.txt", header = TRUE)

#import participants potato data attempt 1 to 5
participants_potatoattempt1<-read.delim("participants_potatoattempt1.txt", header = TRUE)
participants_potatoattempt2<-read.delim("participants_potatoattempt2.txt", header = TRUE)
participants_potatoattempt3<-read.delim("participants_potatoattempt3.txt", header = TRUE)
participants_potatoattempt4<-read.delim("participants_potatoattempt4.txt", header = TRUE)
participants_potatoattempt5<-read.delim("participants_potatoattempt5.txt", header = TRUE)
#import natives back data attempt 1 to 5
natives_backattempt1<-read.delim("natives_backattempt1.txt", header = TRUE)
natives_backattempt2<-read.delim("natives_backattempt2.txt", header = TRUE)
natives_backattempt3<-read.delim("natives_backattempt3.txt", header = TRUE)
natives_backattempt4<-read.delim("natives_backattempt4.txt", header = TRUE)
natives_backattempt5<-read.delim("natives_backattempt5.txt", header = TRUE)
#import participants back data attempt 1 to 5
participants_backattempt1<-read.delim("participants_backattempt1.txt", header = TRUE)
participants_backattempt2<-read.delim("participants_backattempt2.txt", header = TRUE)
participants_backattempt3<-read.delim("participants_backattempt3.txt", header = TRUE)
participants_backattempt4<-read.delim("participants_backattempt4.txt", header = TRUE)
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participants_backattempt5<-read.delim("participants_backattempt5.txt", header = TRUE)
#import vowel space participants and natives
participantsVowelSpaceResults<-read.delim("participantsVowelSpaceResults.txt", header = TRUE)
nativesVowelSpaceResults<-read.delim("nativesVowelSpaceSoundResults.txt", header = TRUE)
#cleaning out the dataframes
participantsVowelSpaceResults=participantsVowelSpaceResults
[participantsVowelSpaceResults$TextGridLabel != "|", ]
nativesVowelSpaceResults$TextGridLabel[nativesVowelSpaceResults$TextGridLabel == "@ "] = "@"
#add column attempt
natives_potatoattempt1$attempt = 1
natives_potatoattempt2$attempt = 2
natives_potatoattempt3$attempt = 3
natives_potatoattempt4$attempt = 4
natives_potatoattempt5$attempt = 5
participants_potatoattempt1$attempt = 1
participants_potatoattempt2$attempt = 2
participants_potatoattempt3$attempt = 3
participants_potatoattempt4$attempt = 4
participants_potatoattempt5$attempt = 5
natives_backattempt1$attempt = 1
natives_backattempt2$attempt = 2
natives_backattempt3$attempt = 3
natives_backattempt4$attempt = 4
natives_backattempt5$attempt = 5
participants_backattempt1$attempt = 1
participants_backattempt2$attempt = 2
participants_backattempt3$attempt = 3
participants_backattempt4$attempt = 4
participants_backattempt5$attempt = 5
nativesVowelSpaceResults$attempt = NA
participantsVowelSpaceResults$attempt = NA
#create column itemtype
natives_potatoattempt1$itemtype = "critical"
natives_potatoattempt2$itemtype = "critical"
natives_potatoattempt3$itemtype = "critical"
natives_potatoattempt4$itemtype = "critical"
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natives_potatoattempt5$itemtype = "critical"
participants_potatoattempt1$itemtype = "critical"
participants_potatoattempt2$itemtype = "critical"
participants_potatoattempt3$itemtype = "critical"
participants_potatoattempt4$itemtype = "critical"
participants_potatoattempt5$itemtype = "critical"
natives_backattempt1$itemtype = "critical"
natives_backattempt2$itemtype = "critical"
natives_backattempt3$itemtype = "critical"
natives_backattempt4$itemtype = "critical"
natives_backattempt5$itemtype = "critical"
participants_backattempt1$itemtype = "critical"
participants_backattempt2$itemtype = "critical"
participants_backattempt3$itemtype = "critical"
participants_backattempt4$itemtype = "critical"
participants_backattempt5$itemtype = "critical"
nativesVowelSpaceResults$itemtype = "vowelspace"
participantsVowelSpaceResults$itemtype = "vowelspace"
#add the vowelspace
natives_backattempt1 = rbind(natives_backattempt1, nativesVowelSpaceResults)
natives_backattempt2 = rbind(natives_backattempt2, nativesVowelSpaceResults)
natives_backattempt3 = rbind(natives_backattempt3, nativesVowelSpaceResults)
natives_backattempt4 = rbind(natives_backattempt4, nativesVowelSpaceResults)
natives_backattempt5 = rbind(natives_backattempt5, nativesVowelSpaceResults)
natives_potatoattempt1 = rbind(natives_potatoattempt1, nativesVowelSpaceResults)
natives_potatoattempt2 = rbind(natives_potatoattempt2, nativesVowelSpaceResults)
natives_potatoattempt3 = rbind(natives_potatoattempt3, nativesVowelSpaceResults)
natives_potatoattempt4 = rbind(natives_potatoattempt4, nativesVowelSpaceResults)
natives_potatoattempt5 = rbind(natives_potatoattempt5, nativesVowelSpaceResults)
participants_backattempt1 = rbind(participants_backattempt1, participantsVowelSpaceResults)
participants_backattempt2 = rbind(participants_backattempt2, participantsVowelSpaceResults)
participants_backattempt3 = rbind(participants_backattempt3, participantsVowelSpaceResults)
participants_backattempt4 = rbind(participants_backattempt4, participantsVowelSpaceResults)
participants_backattempt5 = rbind(participants_backattempt5, participantsVowelSpaceResults)
participants_potatoattempt1 = rbind(participants_potatoattempt1, participantsVowelSpaceResults)
participants_potatoattempt2 = rbind(participants_potatoattempt2, participantsVowelSpaceResults)
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participants_potatoattempt3 = rbind(participants_potatoattempt3, participantsVowelSpaceResults)
participants_potatoattempt4 = rbind(participants_potatoattempt4, participantsVowelSpaceResults)
participants_potatoattempt5 = rbind(participants_potatoattempt5, participantsVowelSpaceResults)
#assign speaker column
participants_backattempt1$speaker = as.factor(substr(participants_backattempt1$Filename, 3, 6))
participants_backattempt2$speaker = as.factor(substr(participants_backattempt2$Filename, 3, 6))
participants_backattempt3$speaker = as.factor(substr(participants_backattempt3$Filename, 3, 6))
participants_backattempt4$speaker = as.factor(substr(participants_backattempt4$Filename, 3, 6))
participants_backattempt5$speaker = as.factor(substr(participants_backattempt5$Filename, 3, 6))
participants_potatoattempt1$speaker = as.factor(substr(participants_potatoattempt1$Filename, 3, 6))
participants_potatoattempt2$speaker = as.factor(substr(participants_potatoattempt2$Filename, 3, 6))
participants_potatoattempt3$speaker = as.factor(substr(participants_potatoattempt3$Filename, 3, 6))
participants_potatoattempt4$speaker = as.factor(substr(participants_potatoattempt4$Filename, 3, 6))
participants_potatoattempt5$speaker = as.factor(substr(participants_potatoattempt5$Filename, 3, 6))
natives_backattempt1$speaker = as.factor(substr(natives_backattempt1$Filename, 3, 6))
natives_backattempt2$speaker = as.factor(substr(natives_backattempt2$Filename, 3, 6))
natives_backattempt3$speaker = as.factor(substr(natives_backattempt3$Filename, 3, 6))
natives_backattempt4$speaker = as.factor(substr(natives_backattempt4$Filename, 3, 6))
natives_backattempt5$speaker = as.factor(substr(natives_backattempt5$Filename, 3, 6))
natives_potatoattempt1$speaker = as.factor(substr(natives_potatoattempt1$Filename, 3, 6))
natives_potatoattempt2$speaker = as.factor(substr(natives_potatoattempt2$Filename, 3, 6))
natives_potatoattempt3$speaker = as.factor(substr(natives_potatoattempt3$Filename, 3, 6))
natives_potatoattempt4$speaker = as.factor(substr(natives_potatoattempt4$Filename, 3, 6))
natives_potatoattempt5$speaker = as.factor(substr(natives_potatoattempt5$Filename, 3, 6))
nativesVowelSpaceResults$speaker = as.factor(substr(nativesVowelSpaceResults$Filename, 3, 6))
participantsVowelSpaceResults$speaker = as.factor(substr(participantsVowelSpaceResults$Filename,
3, 6))
#normalize
natives_backattempt1[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")]=
normLobanov(natives_backattempt1[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")],group=
natives_backattempt1$speaker)
natives_backattempt2[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")]=
normLobanov(natives_backattempt2[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")],group=
natives_backattempt2$speaker)
natives_backattempt3[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")]=
normLobanov(natives_backattempt3[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")],group=
natives_backattempt3$speaker)
natives_backattempt4[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")]=
normLobanov(natives_backattempt4[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")],group=
natives_backattempt4$speaker)
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natives_backattempt5[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")]=
normLobanov(natives_backattempt5[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")],group=
natives_backattempt5$speaker)

natives_potatoattempt1[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")]=
normLobanov(natives_potatoattempt1[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")],group=
natives_potatoattempt1$speaker)
natives_potatoattempt2[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")]=
normLobanov(natives_potatoattempt2[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")],group=
natives_potatoattempt2$speaker)
natives_potatoattempt3[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")]=
normLobanov(natives_potatoattempt3[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")],group=
natives_potatoattempt3$speaker)
natives_potatoattempt4[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")]=
normLobanov(natives_potatoattempt4[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")],group=
natives_potatoattempt4$speaker)
natives_potatoattempt5[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")]=
normLobanov(natives_potatoattempt5[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")],group=
natives_potatoattempt5$speaker)
participants_backattempt1[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")]=
normLobanov(participants_backattempt1[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")],group=
participants_backattempt1$speaker)
participants_backattempt2[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")]=
normLobanov(participants_backattempt2[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")],group=
participants_backattempt2$speaker)
participants_backattempt3[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")]=
normLobanov(participants_backattempt3[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")],group=
participants_backattempt3$speaker)
participants_backattempt4[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")]=
normLobanov(participants_backattempt4[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")],group=
participants_backattempt4$speaker)
participants_backattempt5[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")]=
normLobanov(participants_backattempt5[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")],group=
participants_backattempt5$speaker)

participants_potatoattempt1[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")]=
normLobanov(participants_potatoattempt1[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")],group=
participants_potatoattempt1$speaker)
participants_potatoattempt2[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")]=
normLobanov(participants_potatoattempt2[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")],group=
participants_potatoattempt2$speaker)
participants_potatoattempt3[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")]=
normLobanov(participants_potatoattempt3[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")],group=
participants_potatoattempt3$speaker)
participants_potatoattempt4[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")]=
normLobanov(participants_potatoattempt4[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")],group=
participants_potatoattempt4$speaker)
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participants_potatoattempt5[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")]=
normLobanov(participants_potatoattempt5[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")],group=
participants_potatoattempt5$speaker)

nativesVowelSpaceResults[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")]=
normLobanov(nativesVowelSpaceResults[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")],group=
nativesVowelSpaceResults$speaker)
participantsVowelSpaceResults[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")]=
normLobanov(participantsVowelSpaceResults[,c("F1_midpoint","F2_midpoint")],group=
participantsVowelSpaceResults$speaker)
#drop the vowelspace items
natives_backattempt1 = natives_backattempt1 [natives_backattempt1$itemtype != "vowelspace", ]
natives_backattempt2 = natives_backattempt2 [natives_backattempt2$itemtype != "vowelspace", ]
natives_backattempt3 = natives_backattempt3 [natives_backattempt3$itemtype != "vowelspace", ]
natives_backattempt4 = natives_backattempt4 [natives_backattempt4$itemtype != "vowelspace", ]
natives_backattempt5 = natives_backattempt5 [natives_backattempt5$itemtype != "vowelspace", ]
natives_potatoattempt1 = natives_potatoattempt1 [natives_potatoattempt1$itemtype != "vowelspace", ]
natives_potatoattempt2 = natives_potatoattempt2 [natives_potatoattempt2$itemtype != "vowelspace", ]
natives_potatoattempt3 = natives_potatoattempt3 [natives_potatoattempt3$itemtype != "vowelspace", ]
natives_potatoattempt4 = natives_potatoattempt4 [natives_potatoattempt4$itemtype != "vowelspace", ]
natives_potatoattempt5 = natives_potatoattempt5 [natives_potatoattempt5$itemtype != "vowelspace", ]
participants_backattempt1
"vowelspace", ]

=

participants_backattempt1

[participants_backattempt1$itemtype

!=

participants_backattempt2
"vowelspace", ]

=

participants_backattempt2

[participants_backattempt2$itemtype

!=

participants_backattempt3
"vowelspace", ]

=

participants_backattempt3

[participants_backattempt3$itemtype

!=

participants_backattempt4
"vowelspace", ]

=

participants_backattempt4

[participants_backattempt4$itemtype

!=

participants_backattempt5
"vowelspace", ]

=

participants_backattempt5

[participants_backattempt5$itemtype

!=

participants_potatoattempt1 = participants_potatoattempt1 [participants_potatoattempt1$itemtype !=
"vowelspace", ]
participants_potatoattempt2 = participants_potatoattempt2 [participants_potatoattempt2$itemtype !=
"vowelspace", ]
participants_potatoattempt3 = participants_potatoattempt3 [participants_potatoattempt3$itemtype !=
"vowelspace", ]
participants_potatoattempt4 = participants_potatoattempt4 [participants_potatoattempt4$itemtype !=
"vowelspace", ]
participants_potatoattempt5 = participants_potatoattempt5 [participants_potatoattempt5$itemtype !=
"vowelspace", ]
#create one data frame for potatovowel natives <-- going to use potato data including sound duration
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natives_potatovowel = rbind(natives_potatoattempt1, natives_potatoattempt2, natives_potatoattempt3,
natives_potatoattempt4, natives_potatoattempt5)
rm(natives_potatoattempt1, natives_potatoattempt2, natives_potatoattempt3, natives_potatoattempt4,
natives_potatoattempt5)
#create one data frame for potatovowel participants
participants_potatovowel
=
rbind(participants_potatoattempt1,
participants_potatoattempt2,
participants_potatoattempt3, participants_potatoattempt4, participants_potatoattempt5)
rm(participants_potatoattempt1,
participants_potatoattempt2,
participants_potatoattempt4, participants_potatoattempt5)

participants_potatoattempt3,

#create one dataframe for backvowel natives
natives_backvowel = rbind(natives_backattempt1, natives_backattempt2, natives_backattempt3,
natives_backattempt4, natives_backattempt5)
rm(natives_backattempt1,
natives_backattempt5)

natives_backattempt2,

natives_backattempt3,

natives_backattempt4,

#create one dataframe for backvowel participants
participants_backvowel
=
rbind(participants_backattempt1,
participants_backattempt2,
participants_backattempt3, participants_backattempt4, participants_backattempt5)
rm(participants_backattempt1,
participants_backattempt2,
participants_backattempt4, participants_backattempt5)

participants_backattempt3,

#assign vowel groups to dataframes
participants_potatovowel$IPAsounds = "oʊ"
participants_backvowel$IPAsounds = "ɛ"
natives_potatovowel$IPAsounds = "ə"
natives_backvowel$IPAsounds = "æ"
remapping symbols
remapping <- c(a = "a", e = "e", i = "i", u = "u", A = "ɑ", I = "ɪ", Y = "ʏ", E = "ɛ", y = "y", O = "ɔ", "{" = "æ",
"@" = "ə", "Q" = "ɒ"
, "U" = "ʊ", "V" = "ʌ")
nativesVowelSpaceResults$IPAsounds=
remapping[as.character(nativesVowelSpaceResults$TextGridLabel)]
participantsVowelSpaceResults$IPAsounds=
remapping[as.character(participantsVowelSpaceResults$TextGridLabel)]
#assign native/non-natives group
participants_potatovowel$group = "non-native"
participants_backvowel$group = "non-native"
natives_potatovowel$group = "native"
natives_backvowel$group = "native"
participantsVowelSpaceResults$group = "non-native"
nativesVowelSpaceResults$group = "native"
#plotting natives vowelspace with tokens
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with(nativesVowelSpaceResults, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = TRUE, pch.tokens = IPAsounds, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds,
cex.means = 2,
var.col.by = IPAsounds, ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity =
0.1, pretty = TRUE))
#plot natives vowelspace without tokens
with(nativesVowelSpaceResults, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = FALSE, pch.tokens = IPAsounds, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds,
cex.means = 2, alpha.means = 1,
col = "black", ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1,
pretty = TRUE, xlim = c(3, -2.5), ylim = c(4, -3)
))
#plot Dutch vowelspace with tokens
with(participantsVowelSpaceResults, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = TRUE, pch.tokens = IPAsounds, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds,
cex.means = 2,
var.col.by = IPAsounds, ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity =
0.1, pretty = TRUE))

#plot Dutch vowel space without tokens
with(participantsVowelSpaceResults, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = FALSE, pch.tokens = IPAsounds, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds,
cex.means = 2, alpha.means = 1,
col = "black", ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1,
pretty = TRUE, xlim = c(3, -2.5), ylim = c(4, -3)
))

par(new=TRUE)

#plot natives potato without tokens
with(natives_potatovowel, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = FALSE, pch.tokens = IPAsounds, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds,
cex.means = 2, alpha.means = 1,
col = "green", ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1,
pretty = TRUE, xlim = c(2.5, -2.5), ylim = c(4, -3)))
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#plot natives potato with tokens
with(natives_potatovowel, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = TRUE, pch.tokens = IPAsounds, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds, cex.means =
2, alpha.means = 1,
var.col.by = speaker, ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1,
pretty = TRUE, xlim = c(4, -3), ylim = c(2.5, -2.5)))
#plot natives back without tokens
with(natives_backvowel, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = FALSE, pch.tokens = IPAsounds, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds, cex.means =
2, alpha.means = 1,
col = "green", ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1, pretty =
TRUE, xlim = c(2.5, -2.5), ylim = c(4, -3)))

#plot natives back with tokens
with(natives_backvowel, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = TRUE, pch.tokens = IPAsounds, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds, cex.means =
2, alpha.means = 1,
var.col.by = speaker, ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1,
pretty = TRUE, xlim = c(4, -3), ylim = c(2.5, -2.5)))

#plot participants potato without tokens
with(participants_potatovowel, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = FALSE, pch.tokens = IPAsounds, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds, cex.means =
2, alpha.means = 1,
col = "green", ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1, pretty =
TRUE, xlim = c(2.5, -2.5), ylim = c(4, -3)))

#plot participants potato with tokens
with(participants_potatovowel, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = TRUE, pch.tokens = IPAsounds, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds, cex.means =
2, alpha.means = 1,
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var.col.by = speaker, ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1,
pretty = TRUE, xlim = c(4, -3), ylim = c(2.5, -2.5)))

#plot participants back without tokens
with(participants_backvowel, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = FALSE, pch.tokens = IPAsounds, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds, cex.means =
2, alpha.means = 1,
col = "green", ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1, pretty =
TRUE, xlim = c(2.5, -2.5), ylim = c(4, -3)))

#plot participants back with tokens
with(participants_backvowel, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = TRUE, pch.tokens = IPAsounds, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds, cex.means =
2, alpha.means = 1,
var.col.by = speaker, ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1,
pretty = TRUE, xlim = c(4, -3), ylim = c(2.5, -2.5)))

par(new=TRUE)
#Run that in between different plots to overlay one

#look at the extreme values of 'ae'--> run plot before normalization
with(natives_backvowel, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = TRUE, pch.tokens = speaker, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds, cex.means =
2, alpha.means = 1,
var.col.by = speaker, ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1,
pretty = TRUE, xlim = c(2.5, -2.5), ylim = c(2, -2)))
with(natives_backvowel, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = TRUE, pch.tokens = speaker, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds, cex.means =
2, alpha.means = 1,
var.col.by = speaker, ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1,
pretty = TRUE))

#natives vs non-natives back
#plot Dutch vowelspace without tokens
with(participantsVowelSpaceResults, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = FALSE, cex.tokens = 1.2,
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alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds,
cex.means = 3,
col = "black", ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1,
pretty = TRUE, xlim = c(2.5, -2.5), ylim = c(2.5, -2.5)))

par(new=TRUE)

with(natives_backvowel, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = TRUE, pch.tokens = IPAsounds, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds, cex.means =
2, alpha.means = 1,
col = "blue", ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1, pretty =
TRUE, xlim = c(2.5, -2.5), ylim = c(2.5, -2.5)))

par(new=TRUE)

with(participants_backvowel, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = TRUE, pch.tokens = IPAsounds, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds, cex.means
= 2, alpha.means = 1,
col = "purple", ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1, pretty
= TRUE, xlim = c(2.5, -2.5), ylim = c(2.5, -2.5)))
#potato
with(participantsVowelSpaceResults, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = FALSE, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds,
cex.means = 2,
col = "grey", ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1,
pretty = TRUE, xlim = c(2.5, -2.5), ylim = c(2.5, -2.5)))
par(new=TRUE)
with(natives_potatovowel, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = TRUE, pch.tokens = IPAsounds, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds, cex.means =
2, alpha.means = 1,
col = "green", ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1, pretty =
TRUE, xlim = c(2.5, -2.5), ylim = c(2.5, -2.5)))
par(new=TRUE)
with(participants_potatovowel, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = TRUE, pch.tokens = IPAsounds, cex.tokens = 1.2,
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alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds, cex.means
= 2, alpha.means = 1,
col = "blue", ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1, pretty =
TRUE, xlim = c(2.5, -2.5), ylim = c(2.5, -2.5)))

#import duration data (sound & word) vowels potato
natives_potato_word_attempt1<-read.delim("natives_potato_word_attempt1.txt", header = TRUE)
natives_potato_sound_attempt1<-read.delim("natives_potato_sound_attempt1.txt", header = TRUE)
natives_potato_word_attempt2<-read.delim("natives_potato_word_attempt2.txt", header = TRUE)
natives_potato_sound_attempt2<-read.delim("natives_potato_sound_attempt2.txt", header = TRUE)
natives_potato_word_attempt3<-read.delim("natives_potato_word_attempt3.txt", header = TRUE)
natives_potato_sound_attempt3<-read.delim("natives_potato_sound_attempt3.txt", header = TRUE)
natives_potato_word_attempt4<-read.delim("natives_potato_word_attempt4.txt", header = TRUE)
natives_potato_sound_attempt4<-read.delim("natives_potato_sound_attempt4.txt", header = TRUE)
natives_potato_word_attempt5<-read.delim("natives_potato_word_attempt5.txt", header = TRUE)
natives_potato_sound_attempt5<-read.delim("natives_potato_sound_attempt5.txt", header = TRUE)
participants_potato_word_attempt1<-read.delim("participants_potato_word_attempt1.txt",
TRUE)

header

=

participants_potato_sound_attempt1<-read.delim("participants_potato_sound_attempt1.txt", header =
TRUE)
participants_potato_word_attempt2<-read.delim("participants_potato_word_attempt2.txt",
TRUE)

header

=

participants_potato_sound_attempt2<-read.delim("participants_potato_sound_attempt2.txt", header =
TRUE)
participants_potato_word_attempt3<-read.delim("participants_potato_word_attempt3.txt",
TRUE)

header

=

participants_potato_sound_attempt3<-read.delim("participants_potato_sound_attempt3.txt", header =
TRUE)
participants_potato_word_attempt4<-read.delim("participants_potato_word_attempt4.txt",
TRUE)

header

=

participants_potato_sound_attempt4<-read.delim("participants_potato_sound_attempt4.txt", header =
TRUE)
participants_potato_word_attempt5<-read.delim("participants_potato_word_attempt5.txt",
TRUE)

header

=

participants_potato_sound_attempt5<-read.delim("participants_potato_sound_attempt5.txt", header =
TRUE)
#add column attempt
natives_potato_word_attempt1$attempt = 1
natives_potato_word_attempt2$attempt = 2
natives_potato_word_attempt3$attempt = 3
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natives_potato_word_attempt4$attempt = 4
natives_potato_word_attempt5$attempt = 5
natives_potato_sound_attempt1$attempt = 1
natives_potato_sound_attempt2$attempt = 2
natives_potato_sound_attempt3$attempt = 3
natives_potato_sound_attempt4$attempt = 4
natives_potato_sound_attempt5$attempt = 5
participants_potato_word_attempt1$attempt = 1
participants_potato_word_attempt2$attempt = 2
participants_potato_word_attempt3$attempt = 3
participants_potato_word_attempt4$attempt = 4
participants_potato_word_attempt5$attempt = 5
participants_potato_sound_attempt1$attempt = 1
participants_potato_sound_attempt2$attempt = 2
participants_potato_sound_attempt3$attempt = 3
participants_potato_sound_attempt4$attempt = 4
participants_potato_sound_attempt5$attempt = 5

participantspotato_word_Dur=rbind(participants_potato_word_attempt1,
participants_potato_word_attempt2,participants_potato_word_attempt3,
participants_potato_word_attempt4, participants_potato_word_attempt5)
participantspotato_sound_Dur=rbind(participants_potato_sound_attempt1,
participants_potato_sound_attempt2,participants_potato_sound_attempt3,
participants_potato_sound_attempt4, participants_potato_sound_attempt5)

nativespotato_word_Dur=rbind(natives_potato_word_attempt1,natives_potato_word_attempt2,
natives_potato_word_attempt3, natives_potato_word_attempt4, natives_potato_word_attempt5)
nativespotato_sound_Dur = rbind(natives_potato_sound_attempt1, natives_potato_sound_attempt2,
natives_potato_sound_attempt3, natives_potato_sound_attempt4, natives_potato_sound_attempt5)

rm(participants_potato_sound_attempt1,participants_potato_sound_attempt2,
participants_potato_sound_attempt3,participants_potato_sound_attempt4,
participants_potato_sound_attempt5,participants_potato_word_attempt1,
participants_potato_word_attempt2,participants_potato_word_attempt3,
participants_potato_word_attempt4, participants_potato_word_attempt5)
rm(natives_potato_sound_attempt1,
natives_potato_sound_attempt2,
natives_potato_sound_attempt3,
natives_potato_sound_attempt4,natives_potato_sound_attempt5,natives_potato_word_attempt1,
natives_potato_word_attempt2,natives_potato_word_attempt3,natives_potato_word_attempt4,
natives_potato_word_attempt5)

#rename duration´ columns
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nativespotato_word_Dur <- nativespotato_word_Dur %>% rename(word_duration = duration)
nativespotato_sound_Dur <- nativespotato_sound_Dur %>% rename(sound_duration = duration)
participantspotato_word_Dur <- participantspotato_word_Dur %>% rename(word_duration = duration)
participantspotato_sound_Dur <- participantspotato_sound_Dur %>% rename(sound_duration =
duration)
#merge native potato word & sound
nativespotato
=
merge(nativespotato_sound_Dur,
'word_duration')], by = c('Filename'))

nativespotato_word_Dur

[c('Filename',

nativespotato$word = 'potato'
#merge participants potato word & sound
participantspotato = merge(participantspotato_sound_Dur, participantspotato_word_Dur [c('Filename',
'word_duration')], by = c('Filename'))
participantspotato$word = 'potato'
#add column for group
nativespotato$group = "native"
participantspotato$group = "non-native"
#clean
rm(nativespotato_sound_Dur)
rm(nativespotato_word_Dur)
rm(participantspotato_word_Dur)
rm(participantspotato_sound_Dur)
#first drop the columns
nativespotato <- nativespotato[ -c(5, 6)]
participantspotato <- participantspotato[ -c(5, 6)]
#merge F1&F2 columns from natives_potatovowel to nativespotato dataframe
nativespotato$speaker = substr(nativespotato$Filename, 3,6)
nativespotato_final = merge(natives_potatovowel, nativespotato, by = c('speaker', 'attempt', 'Filename',
'TextGridLabel', 'f0_midpoint', 'group'))
participantspotato$speaker = substr(participantspotato$Filename, 3,6)
participantspotato_final = merge(participants_potatovowel, participantspotato, by = c('speaker',
'attempt', 'Filename', 'TextGridLabel', 'f0_midpoint', 'group'))
#bind natives and participant potato
potato = rbind(participantspotato_final, nativespotato_final)
#define group as factor
potato$group = as.factor(potato$group)
potato$word_duration = as.numeric(potato$word_duration)
#dividing sound duration by word duration for natives & participants 'potato' (one data frame with natives
and participants)
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potato$soundNorm = potato$sound_duration/potato$word_duration
#dividing sound duration by word duration for natives & participants 'potato' (seperate data frame natives
and participants)
nativespotato_final$soundNorm
nativespotato_final$sound_duration/nativespotato_final$word_duration

=

#word duration in participantspotato_final is character and not numeric --> define word_duration as
numeric
participantspotato_final$word_duration = as.numeric(participantspotato_final$word_duration)
participantspotato_final$soundNorm
participantspotato_final$sound_duration/participantspotato_final$word_duration

=

library("gg3D")
#plot vowels duration boxplot
ggplot(potato, aes(x=group, y=soundNorm)) +
geom_boxplot()
#3D plot for potato
ggplot(potato, aes(x=F1_midpoint, y=F2_midpoint, z=soundNorm, color=group)) +
axes_3D() +
stat_3D() +
labs_3D(
labs=c("F1_midpoint", "F2_midpoint", "soundNorm"),
hjust=c(0,1,1), vjust=c(1, 1, -0.2), angle=c(0, 0, 90))+
axis_labs_3D(theta=theta, phi=phi, size=3,
hjust=c(1,1,1.2,1.2,1.2,1.2),
vjust=c(-.5,-.5,-.2,-.2,1.2,1.2))

ggplot(potato, aes(x=F1_midpoint, y=F2_midpoint, z=soundNorm, color=group)) +
axes_3D(coord_cartesian(xlim = c(-1 , .25), ylim = c(-.02 , .125))) +
stat_3D() +
labs_3D(
labs=c("F1_midpoint", "F2_midpoint", "soundNorm"))
#descriptive results back
back = rbind(participants_backvowel, natives_backvowel)
ggplot(back, aes(F1_midpoint, fill = IPAsounds)) +
geom_histogram(alpha = 0.5, position = "identity", bins = 50, col="black")
ggplot(back, aes(F2_midpoint, fill = IPAsounds)) +
geom_histogram(alpha = 0.5, position = "identity", bins = 50, col="black")
mean(participants_backvowel$F1_midpoint)
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mean(natives_backvowel$F1_midpoint)
sd(participants_backvowel$F1_midpoint)
sd(natives_backvowel$F1_midpoint)
mean(participants_backvowel$F2_midpoint)
mean(natives_backvowel$F2_midpoint)
sd(participants_backvowel$F1_midpoint)
sd(natives_backvowel$F2_midpoint)
#descriptive results potato
ggplot(potato, aes(F1_midpoint, fill = IPAsounds)) +
geom_histogram(alpha = 0.5, position = "identity", bins = 50, col="black")
ggplot(potato, aes(F2_midpoint, fill = IPAsounds)) +
geom_histogram(alpha = 0.5, position = "identity", bins = 50, col="black")
ggplot(potato, aes(soundNorm, fill = IPAsounds)) +
geom_histogram(alpha = 0.5, position = "identity", bins = 50, col="black")
#potato
mean(participantspotato_final$F1_midpoint)
mean(nativespotato_final$F1_midpoint)
sd(participantspotato_final$F1_midpoint)
sd(nativespotato_final$F1_midpoint)
mean(participantspotato_final$F2_midpoint)
mean(nativespotato_final$F2_midpoint)
sd(participantspotato_final$F2_midpoint)
sd(nativespotato_final$F2_midpoint)
mean(participantspotato_final$soundNorm)
mean(nativespotato_final$soundNorm)
sd(participantspotato_final$soundNorm)
sd(nativespotato_final$soundNorm)

Passages
#setting a directory
setwd("C:/Users/Dijkhuis/Documents/Data/Duration results")
#import ratings data
ratings_L2_passage_US<-read.delim("ratings_L2_passage_US.csv", header = TRUE , sep = ",")
ratings_L2_passage_UK<-read.delim("ratings_L2_passage_UK.csv", header = TRUE , sep = ",")
#calculate median score per speaker for each group of raters
ratings_L2_passage_UK = ratings_L2_passage_UK %>% #take df & do following
group_by(speaker) %>% #do PER speaker
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summarize(median_UK = median(rating)) #create new variable/column called median_rating that gets
median of rating per speaker
ratings_L2_passage_US = ratings_L2_passage_US %>%
group_by(speaker) %>%
summarize(median_US = median(rating))
ratings_L2_passage = merge(ratings_L2_passage_UK, ratings_L2_passage_US, by=c("speaker"))

ratings_L2_passage = ratings_L2_passage %>%
group_by(speaker) %>%
mutate(rating = max(median_UK, median_US))
#z-score:ratings_L2_passage$rating_z=(ratings_L2_passage$rating
mean(ratings_L2_passage$rating))/sd(ratings_L2_passage$rating)

-

#ratings_L2_passage$rating_z=(ratings_L2_passage$rating
mean(ratings_L2_passage$rating))/sd(ratings_L2_passage$rating)

-

#natives_backvowel$nativesback_z=(natives_backvowel$duration
mean(natives_backvowel$duration))/sd(natives_backvowel$duration)

-

#participants_backvowel$participantsback_z=(participants_backvowel$duration
mean(participants_backvowel$duration))/sd(participants_backvowel$duration)

-

Combined=rbind(Duration,natives_backvowel,
natives_potatovowel,
nativescheese,
nonnativescheese, participants_backvowel, participants_potatovowel, ratings_L2_passage)
Combined=rbind.fill(Duration,natives_backvowel,natives_potatovowel,nativescheese,
nonnativescheese, participants_backvowel, participants_potatovowel, ratings_L2_passage)
Combine = rbind.fill(natives_backvowel, natives_potatovowel, nativescheese, nonnativescheese,
participants_backvowel, participants_potatovowel)
#add soundgroups
#assign vowel groups to dataframes
nonnativescheese$IPAsounds = "z"
Final = rbind.fill(nonnativescheese, participants_backvowel, participants_potatovowel)
Final = subset(Final, select = -c("Final", "vowNorm"))
#---participants_cheesedurationattempt1 = subset(participants_cheesedurationattempt1, select = -c(X,
X.1))#To delete the columns
#add speaker
#nonnativescheese$speaker = substr(Duration$filename, 3, 6)
#add ratings
Final$rating = substr(Final$rating)
hist(ratings_L2_passage$rating, breaks = 20, xlim = c(0, 10),
main = "Ratings L2 Passage",
xlab = "Ratings",
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col = "blue")
?hist
sd(ratings_L2_passage$rating)
mean(ratings_L2_passage$rating)
#add histrogram for ratings
ggplot(Duration [Duration$group == "natives", ], aes(fricativeDuration, fill = soundgroup)) +
geom_histogram(alpha = 0.2, position = "identity", bins = 50)
ggplot(ratings_L2_passage, aes(rating, fill = median_UK)) +
geom_histogram(alpha = 0.2, position = "identity", bins = 50)

ggplot(ratings_L2_passage, aes(ratings_L2_passage$median_UK$))+
geom_histogram(alpha = 0.2, position = "identity", bins = 50)
#import script and data for Monica to look at
# write.table(name_of_df, "name_of_file.txt", sep = ",", col.names = TRUE)
write.table(ratings_L2_passage, "ratings.txt", sep = ",", col.names = TRUE)
write.table(ratings_L2_passage_UK, "ratings_UK.txt", sep = ",", col.names = TRUE)
write.table(ratings_L2_passage_US, "ratings_US.txt", sep = ",", col.names = TRUE)

Mahalanobis distance
#cheese mahalanobis distance
#create a new column for the speaker code -#We're going to need the speaker data. That's in the
filename.
Duration$speaker = substr(Duration$filename, 3, 6)
#create dataframe non-natives cheese
nonnativescheese <- Duration[c(57:491),c(1,8,9,11,12)]
#create dataframe natives cheese
nativescheese <- Duration[c(17:56),c(1,8,9,11,12)]
nonnativescheese$speaker = substr(nonnativescheese$filename, 3, 6)
nativescheese$speaker = substr(nativescheese$filename, 3, 6)
#mahalanobis code --> It will create a new column called "MD" that is the distance from the natives'
distribution
nonnativescheese$MD = mahalanobis(x = nonnativescheese [, c('vowNorm', 'fricNorm')], center =
colMeans(nativescheese [, c('vowNorm', 'fricNorm')]), cov(nativescheese [, c('vowNorm', 'fricNorm')]))
hist(nonnativescheese$MD)
#check the distance scores by seeing if the person with the highest MD really is farthest from the native
#find the speakers with the highest MD
#person with highest MD = speaker 21
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#p30 also seems far away but can´t see that speaker in list of highest MD
ggplot(Duration, aes(x = fricNorm, y = vowNorm, color = soundgroup, label=speaker)) +
geom_point() +
geom_text(aes(label=speaker),hjust=0, vjust=0) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
#calculate distance for vowels
#back
participants_backvowel$MD = mahalanobis(x = participants_backvowel [,
'F2_midpoint')], center = colMeans(natives_backvowel [, c('F1_midpoint',
cov(natives_backvowel [, c('F1_midpoint', 'F2_midpoint')]))

c('F1_midpoint',
'F2_midpoint')]),

#potato
participants_potatovowel$MD = mahalanobis(x = participants_potatovowel [, c('F1_midpoint',
'F2_midpoint')], center = colMeans(natives_potatovowel [, c('F1_midpoint', 'F2_midpoint')]),
cov(natives_potatovowel [, c('F1_midpoint', 'F2_midpoint')]))
#plot for back
with(participants_backvowel, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = TRUE, pch.tokens = speaker, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds, cex.means = 2,
alpha.means = 1,
var.col.by = speaker, ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1,
pretty = TRUE, xlim = c(2, -3), ylim = c(2.5, -1)))
par(new=TRUE)
with(natives_backvowel, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = FALSE, pch.tokens = IPAsounds, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds, cex.means = 2,
alpha.means = 1,
var.col.by = speaker, ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1,
pretty = TRUE, xlim = c(2, -3), ylim = c(2.5, -1)))
#plot for potato
with(participantsVowelSpaceResults, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = FALSE, pch.tokens = IPAsounds, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds, cex.means =
2, alpha.means = 1,
var.col.by = speaker, ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1,
pretty = TRUE, xlim = c(4, -3), ylim = c(3.5, -2.5)))
par(new=TRUE)
with(participants_potatovowel, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = TRUE, pch.tokens = speaker, cex.tokens = 1.2,
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alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds, cex.means
= 2, alpha.means = 1,
var.col.by = speaker, ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1,
pretty = TRUE, xlim = c(4, -3), ylim = c(3.5, -2.5)))
par(new=TRUE)
with(natives_potatovowel, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = FALSE, pch.tokens = IPAsounds, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds, cex.means =
2, alpha.means = 1,
col = 'blue', ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1, pretty =
TRUE, xlim = c(4, -3), ylim = c(3.5, -2.5)))
#potato
with(natives_potatovowel, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = TRUE, pch.tokens = speaker, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds, cex.means =
2, alpha.means = 1,
col = 'blue', ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1, pretty =
TRUE, xlim = c(3, -3), ylim = c(3.5, -2.5)))

#new potato mahalanobis distance with soundNorm included
participantspotato_final$MD = mahalanobis(x = participantspotato_final [, c('F1_midpoint',
'F2_midpoint', 'soundNorm')], center = colMeans(nativespotato_final [, c('F1_midpoint', 'F2_midpoint',
'soundNorm')]), cov(nativespotato_final [, c('F1_midpoint', 'F2_midpoint', 'soundNorm')]))
#calculate m distance for feather
#create dataframe non-natives cheese
participantsfeather <- feather_acoustics[c(32:439),c(1,3,4,12,20,25)]
nativesfeather <- feather_acoustics[c(32:439),c(1,3,4,12,20,25)]
participantsfeather$MD = mahalanobis(x = participantsfeather [, c('Moment3', 'VOTDuration')], center =
colMeans(nativesfeather [, c('Moment3', 'VOTDuration')]), cov(nativesfeather [, c('Moment3',
'VOTDuration')]))
#reorganize columns participantsfeather
participantsfeather = participantsfeather[, c(1, 5, 3, 2, 4, 6:7)]
rm(Duration,
feather_acoustics,
featherduration,
natives_backvowel,
natives_potatovowel,
nativescheese,
nativesfeather,
nativesFeatherDuration,
nativesFederateDuration,
nativesVowelSpaceResults, participantsVowelSpaceResults)
#Try to find highest MD
#Do they correspond with those points that are furthest from the native ellipsis
#speaker with highest MD = speaker43
ggplot(feather_acoustics, aes(x = Moment3, y = VOTDuration, color = soundgroup, label=speaker)) +
geom_point() +
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geom_text(aes(label=speaker),hjust=0, vjust=0) +
stat_ellipse() +
theme_classic()
#create one dataframe for all the acoustics & MD, only participants
#clean
rm(nativespotato, nativespotato_final, participants_potatovowel, participantspotato, potato)
rm(natives_potatovowel,nativesVowelSpaceResults,natives_backvowel,
participantsVowelSpaceResults)

#rename column file --> Filename
nonnativescheese <- nonnativescheese %>% rename(Filename = filename)
participantsfeather <- participantsfeather%>% rename(Filename = filename)
nonnativescheese$word = 'cheese'
participants_backvowel$word = 'back'
participantsfeather$word = 'feather'
#drop columns
nonnativescheese = nonnativescheese[, c("speaker", "attempt", "MD")]
nonnativescheese = nonnativescheese %>%
rename(cheese = MD)
participants_backvowel = participants_backvowel[, c("speaker", "attempt", "MD")]
participants_backvowel = participants_backvowel %>%
rename(back = MD)
participantsfeather = participantsfeather[, c("speaker", "attempt", "MD")]
participantsfeather = participantsfeather %>%
rename(feather = MD)
participantspotato_final = participantspotato_final[, c("speaker", "attempt", "MD")]
participantspotato_final = participantspotato_final %>%
rename(potato = MD)
df = merge(nonnativescheese, participants_backvowel, by = c('speaker', 'attempt'))
df = merge(participantsfeather, df, by = c('speaker', 'attempt'))
df = merge(participantspotato_final, df, by = c('speaker', 'attempt'))
ratings = read.table('ratings.txt', sep = '\t', header = TRUE)
df = merge(ratings, df, by = c('speaker'))
#z-score transform acoustics by subject
df = df %>%
group_by(speaker) %>%
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mutate(potato_z = (potato - mean(potato)) / sd(potato),
cheese_z = (cheese - mean(cheese)) / sd(cheese),
feather_z = (feather - mean(feather)) / sd(feather),
back_z = (back - mean(back)) / sd(back)) %>%
ungroup()
#z-score transform acoustics across subject
df = df %>%
mutate(potato_z = (potato - mean(potato)) / sd(potato),
cheese_z = (cheese - mean(cheese)) / sd(cheese),
feather_z = (feather - mean(feather)) / sd(feather),
back_z = (back - mean(back)) / sd(back))
lm1 = lm (rating_z~potato_z + cheese_z + feather_z + back_z, data = df)
summary(lm1)
plot(lm1)
lm2 = lm (rating_z~potato_z + cheese_z + back_z, data = df)
summary(lm2)
#assumption of independence
#dwt() function. All you need to do is to name your regression model within
#the function and execute it. So, for example, to see the Durbin–Watson test for our albumSales.3
#model, we would execute:
dwt(lm1)
library(car)
install.packages('car')
#assumption of normality
shapiro.test(df$cheese_z)
ggplot(df, aes(sample = cheese_z))+
stat_qq() + stat_qq_line()
shapiro.test(df$potato_z)
ggplot(df, aes(sample = potato_z))+
stat_qq() + stat_qq_line()
shapiro.test(df$feather_z)
ggplot(df, aes(sample = feather_z))+
stat_qq() + stat_qq_line()
shapiro.test(df$back_z)
ggplot(df, aes(sample = back_z))+
stat_qq() + stat_qq_line()
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#assumption of homogeneity of variance
leveneTest(cheese_z$
#if Levene’s test is significant at p ≤ .05 then we can conclude
#that the null hypothesis is incorrect and that the variances are significantly different – therefore, the
#assumption of homogeneity of variances has been violated.
#natives vs non-natives potato
#plot Dutch vowelspace without tokens
with(participantsVowelSpaceResults, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = FALSE, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds,
cex.means = 3,
col = "black", ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1,
pretty = TRUE, xlim = c(2.5, -2.5), ylim = c(2.5, -2.5)))
par(new=TRUE)
with(natives_potatovowel, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = TRUE, pch.tokens = IPAsounds, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds, cex.means =
2, alpha.means = 1,
col = "blue", ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1, pretty =
TRUE, xlim = c(2.5, -2.5), ylim = c(2.5, -2.5)))
par(new=TRUE)

with(participants_potatovowel, plotVowels(F1_midpoint, F2_midpoint, IPAsounds,
plot.tokens = TRUE, pch.tokens = IPAsounds, cex.tokens = 1.2,
alpha.tokens = 0.2, plot.means = TRUE, pch.means = IPAsounds, cex.means
= 2, alpha.means = 1,
col = "purple", ellipse.line = TRUE, ellipse.fill = TRUE, fill.opacity = 0.1, pretty
= TRUE, xlim = c(2.5, -2.5), ylim = c(2.5, -2.5)))
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